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ABSTRACT

Thermal, rheological, and mechanical properties of a polymer composite cured at
different one-stage and two-stage cure cycles were studied in this dissertation. A commercial
carbon-fiber prepreg, Cycom 977-2 UD, was used. This curing-toughened epoxy resin prepreg is
formulated for autoclave or press molding. An encapsulated sample rheometer (ESR) was used
to obtain its viscoelastic properties, including complex viscosity, gel time, and minimum
viscosity time, as well as glass transition temperature (Tg) and pressure window time for onestage and two-stage cure cycles. A differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) was used to obtain
the degree of cure (DOC) for one-stage and two-stage cure cycles. The mechanical properties of
interest for specimens cured at one-stage cure cycles were short beam shear (SBS) strength,
combined loading compression (CLC) strength, CLC modulus, CLC Poisson’s ratio, open-hole
compression (OHC) strength, and OHC modulus. The SBS, CLC, and OHC tests were
performed at room temperature to obtain the mechanical properties.
For the one-stage cure cycles studied, it was observed that the mechanical properties,
except SBS strength, did not vary significantly; therefore, no correlation with the viscoelastic
properties or the DOC was found for them. Moreover, the failure mode for OHC specimens
cured at different one-stage cure cycles was similar. Likewise, the failure mode for CLC
specimens cured at different one-stage cure cycles was the same. However, the failure mode for
the least-cured SBS specimens was different from that of other SBS specimens. Also, the SBS
strength of the least-cured specimens was significantly less than that of other specimens. The
complex viscosity of the specimens cured at one-stage cure cycles in the ESR showed a similar
drop-off trend for the least-cured specimens. As such, SBS strength showed a good correlation
with the complex viscosity. SBS strength showed a weaker correlation with the Tg and DOC for
vi

the same cure cycles. The Tg had a strong correlation with the DOC for all one-stage cure cycles.
No correlation between gel time and other material properties was found. A considerable
improvement in SBS strength, final complex viscosity, Tg, and DOC of the least-cured
specimens was observed after the dwell time was increased enough to ensure that no further
curing occurred.
It was also observed that for the two-stage cure cycles, faster heat-up rates and higher
first-stage dwell temperatures resulted in faster curing.
The DOC for the entire cure cycle was modeled using the Springer-Loos cure kinetics
model for one-stage and two-stage cure cycles. The complex viscosity up to the gel time was
modeled using the Kenny viscosity model for one-stage and two-stage cure cycles. The modeling
results agreed well with the experimental data.
The results presented in this dissertation suggest that the ESR can be used as an ex-situ
cure-monitoring instrument to mimic autoclave/oven curing and, hence, eliminate the need for
multiple measurement instruments. The cure time-temperature data, provided by thermocouples
attached to the composite part in the autoclave/oven would be the only input to the rheometer for
cure monitoring. The complex viscosity as measured by the ESR was shown to be the best
viscoelastic property for monitoring the state of the material during cure for the following
reasons: (a) it could be precisely measured throughout the cure and post-cure cycles using the
rheometer, (b) it could reveal the important changes in the material state during cure, (c) it could
be modeled by sophisticated viscosity models, and (d) it could be correlated to the mechanical
properties of the composite material.
Utilizing the ESR as the main ex-situ cure-monitoring instrument makes it possible to
offer a new approach to curing composites. In this new approach, called Material State

vii

Management (MSM), the acceptance of cured composite materials is based on the materials’
viscoelastic properties as measured by the ESR during cure and post-cure monitoring. Moreover,
knowledge of the material’s viscoelastic properties during cure can be used to improve the
current cure specifications. In the MSM approach, cure process confidence limits can be
prescribed based on the viscoelastic properties of the material, thus addressing the shortcomings
of the current time-temperature approach to curing.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Curing of Prepreg Composites
Advanced composite materials come in many forms suitable for fabrication. A common

form is the so-called prepreg, consisting of fibers covered (preimpregnated) by partially cured
resin [1]. The resin system for many aerospace prepregs is a thermosetting polymer resin such as
epoxy. Thermosetting resins must be cured for an additional period of time, often in the presence
of heat and pressure, to achieve their best mechanical properties. During the irreversible
exothermic curing process, polymerization and cross-linking of the polymer molecules occur [2].
Figure 1 shows the curing steps for a thermosetting resin. Curing begins with monomers at the
A-stage, then proceeds through concurrent linear growth and branching of monomers to reach
the B-stage, just before the gel point of the resin. The linear chains of polymer at this stage are
connected by a van der Waal’s bond and are not cross-linked. As the cure continues, a gelled
network forms with incomplete cross-linking. The cure ends with the fully cured C-stage resin
[3]. Cross-linked chains at the C-stage are connected by strong covalent bonds.

C-Stage

Figure 1. Stages of cure for thermosetting resin [4].
1

As the curing of the thermosetting resin advances, cross-linking density, i.e., the average
mass of polymer between cross-links, and molecular weight of the resin increases significantly
and results in the formation of a three-dimensional network of highly cross-linked polymers. The
state of the material changes from the liquid state of the uncured resin to the solid glassy state of
a fully cured resin. The mechanical properties of a thermosetting polymer at its service
temperature are directly affected by its molecular weight. The higher the molecular weight, the
higher the strength of the polymer [5]. Figure 2 contains a graph that shows the weight-average
molecular weight, MW, as a function of the conversion percent for a thermosetting epoxy resin.
The conversion percent, or degree of cure, α, indicates the extent of cure for a thermosetting
polymer. For an uncured resin, the degree of cure (DOC) and conversion percent equal zero;
whereas, for a fully cured resin, the degree of cure is equal to one and the conversion percent is

MW (g/mol)

100.

Conversion %
Figure 2. Weight-average molecular weight vs. conversion percent
for epoxy resin [6].

2

The aforementioned material state transitions of a thermosetting resin during cure can be
mapped using a time temperature transformation (TTT) diagram, such as the one shown in
Figure 3. The vertical and horizontal axes in the TTT diagram are isothermal cure temperature,
Tc, and isothermal cure time, respectively. Gelation and vitrification are key material state
transitions during curing. Gelation is the point of the cure process at which a network of crosslinked polymer molecules forms a macroscopic molecule [5]. As a result, the resin undergoes a
transition from the liquid state to the rubbery state. Vitrification is the point of the cure process at
which the resin changes from the rubbery state to the solid glassy state.

Figure 3. Schematic of time temperature transformation diagram
for thermosetting resin [7].

The ultimate glass transition temperature of the fully cured resin and the initial glass
transition temperature of the uncured resin have been designated as Tg∞ and Tg0, respectively.
The glass transition temperature (Tg) is the temperature at which the amorphous portion of a

3

polymer softens and the polymer changes from the glassy state to the rubbery state. In polymer
science, the glass transition is a second-order transition when compared to first-order transitions,
such as crystallization and melting [8]. The temperature at which gelation and vitrification occur
together is designated as

gelTg.

The TTT diagram can be divided into the following four regions

[9]:
1. For Tc < Tg0, the resin is frozen and glassy. No cross-linking and curing happen at this
temperature range.
2. For Tg0 < Tc < gelTg, the uncured resin is liquid. As the curing proceeds, the resin vitrifies,
i.e., the state of the material directly changes from liquid to glassy.
3. For

gelTg

< Tc < Tg∞, the uncured resin is liquid. As the curing proceeds, the resin gels,

i.e., the state of the material changes from liquid to rubbery. Then the resin vitrifies, i.e.,
the state of the material changes from rubbery to glassy.
4. For Tc > Tg∞, the resin is vitrified and remains in the rubbery state, even after it fully
cures.
1.2.

Current Approach to Curing Composites
Thermosetting prepregs are usually cured in an autoclave, which is simply a pressure

vessel equipped with temperature control devices. The chemical cross-linking reactions are
initiated as the temperature inside the autoclave reaches an elevated temperature that is
appropriate for curing the thermosetting resin. The cross-linking reactions at the elevated
temperature continue until the resin fully cures and solidifies. Application of pressure to the
prepreg helps to remove volatiles and air trapped between the prepreg plies, also known as
degasifying, and to consolidate the plies during cure. To assist the degasifying, composite parts
are often vacuumed at the early stages of the cure. The prepreg laminates need to be sealed with
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a vacuum bag before pulling the vacuum. The vacuum bag seals the laminates throughout the
cure cycle and protects them from the autoclave gases [10].
It is important to note that neither the autoclave pressure nor the vacuum affects the
chemical processes of curing. As such, only the cure temperature, measured by in-situ sensors
such as thermocouples, dictates the state of the material during cure. The most important curemonitoring sensors used in current industry practice are temperature sensors. Nevertheless, other
in-situ sensors such as dielectric sensors, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
sensors, ultrasonic sensors, and fiber optic sensors, which provide useful information about the
state of the material during cure, might be used. The cure cycles for prepregs are determined by
trial and error. A typical cure specification for an autoclave cure is illustrated in Figure 4. The
cure specifications usually come with the upper and lower limits for temperature and pressure,
also known as confidence limits.

Figure 4. Typical specification for autoclave cure [11].
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The current industry cure practice is based on the assumption that the mechanical
properties and other performance criteria of composite parts meet the requirements if they are
cured with a controlled time, temperature, and pressure history. As such, extensive coupon
testing must be done to statistically assure that the mechanical properties are within the
prescribed confidence limits using time and temperature as the specified criteria for cure (Figure
5). Since the extent of cure is based on time and temperature, any deviation from these two
variables must be considered a significant difference requiring discrepancy evaluation and
potentially additional testing.
The current approach to the cure processing is expensive to support, carries risk, and is
difficult to manage [12]. In addition, when using this approach, important changes in the material
state during cure are not observable, key variables during cure are not correlated, and an
estimation of the actual final mechanical properties during cure is difficult; therefore, many
process issues cannot be addressed.

Figure 5. Cure time, temperature, and pressure confidence limits
based on current specifications (courtesy of Thomas Rose, Avpro).
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Obtaining the best material properties of composite materials has been of paramount
importance for composite manufacturers. From a structural design point of view, these properties
are usually mechanical, such as tensile strength, compressive strength, shear strength, and
flexural strength. Many factors affect the mechanical properties of composites, one of which is
the cure cycle; therefore, it is important to cure the composite materials properly. The proper
cure cycle, often provided by the manufacturer of the composite material, is called the
manufacturer recommended cure (MRC) cycle [13]. Depending on the desired material features
and applications, more than one cure cycle may be developed for a single composite material.
The MRC cycle, which is found empirically, should meet certain requirements, such as
maximizing the benefit factors by increasing the favorable properties of the cured laminates
while minimizing the cost factors by reducing the cure time, temperature, and pressure [10].
During the curing of composites in a production environment, deviations from the MRC
cycle happen inevitably. These deviations do not necessarily alter the material properties
drastically [14], and if the material properties are being monitored during cure, any deviation
from the MRC cycle that can possibly change the material properties significantly may be
avoided through corrective actions, such as proper change of cure temperature or pressure.
2.1.

Cure Monitoring
The cure of thermosetting composites is an irreversible process during which properties

(chemical, physical, and mechanical) of the composite material change permanently. Figure 6
illustrates the viscosity of Hercules 3501-6 resin vs. cure time for different isothermal cure
temperatures.
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Figure 6. Viscosity of a thermosetting resin during cure at different
isothermal cure temperatures [15].
It is possible to monitor the cure of composites once the evolution of any of these
properties during cure is known. The cure-monitoring sensors that have been developed fall into
two main categories: in-situ and ex-situ. In-situ sensors are embedded within the composite part
and measure the change in properties as the composite material undergoes the curing process in
the autoclave or oven. On the other hand, ex-situ cure monitoring instruments are not embedded
within the composite part. Rather, a small sample of the material is placed inside the instrument
to measure the desired properties. As such, the ability of simulating a real cure environment,
especially the cure temperature, is key to using these instruments as cure-monitoring sensors.
Table 1 shows in-situ sensors that have been developed for cure monitoring using
different measurement techniques. The temperature sensors, i.e., thermocouples, are by far the
most popular in-situ cure-monitoring sensors in industry since they are inexpensive, reliable, and
easy to use [16]. However, temperature sensors do not directly measure the state of the material
or the extent of cure. As such, the temperature data provided by thermocouples should be
analyzed using additional cure data and models to determine the state of the material during cure.
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Other in-situ sensors are not recommended for cure monitoring on an industrial scale since they
are expensive, difficult to use, and less reliable because they are sensitive to the method of
application, susceptible to damage, and prone to failure during cure.
TABLE 1
IN-SITU CURE MONITORING SENSORS [17]
Sensor Type
Thermocouple [18]
Ultrasound [19, 20]
Acoustic [21, 22]
Fiber Optic [23]
Piezoelectric [24, 25]
Dielectric [26, 27]
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy [28]
Raman Spectroscopy [29, 30]
Fluorescence [31, 32]

Measured Property
Temperature
Ultrasonic Velocity
Acoustic Wavelength
Strain
Strain/Deformation
Ionic Conductivity/Viscosity
Degree of Cure
Degree of Cure
Degree of Cure

To overcome the issues associated with using the in-situ sensors, the ex-situ cure
monitoring instruments are used. The most important ex-situ instruments for cure monitoring are
listed in Table 2. Robustness of the measurement is a big advantage of the ex-situ instruments
over the in-situ sensors. Moreover, the ex-situ instruments are usually able to directly provide the
cure state during cure.
TABLE 2
EX-SITU CURE-MONITORING INSTRUMENTS
Instrument Type
Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) [34]
Differential Thermal
Analyzer (DTA) [35]
Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TGA) [36]
Torsional Braid Analyzer (TBA) [37]
Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA) [38]
Gas Chromatograph (GC) [39]
Evolved Gas Analyzer (EGA) [40]
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Measured Property
Heat Flow/Degree of Cure
Heat Flow/Degree of Cure
Thermal Stability
Viscoelastic Properties
Viscoelastic Properties
Chemical Composition
Chemical Composition

The degree of cure and viscosity monitoring are far more popular in determining the state
of the material during cure, although some efforts have been made by investigators over the
years to use in-situ sensors such as ultrasound sensors to measure the mechanical properties of
composites like elastic moduli during cure [33]. Establishing a strong correlation between the
state of the material, as measured by the sensors, and the mechanical properties can address the
process engineers’ need for knowledge of material properties during cure.
The viscosity/viscoelastic monitoring of the material makes it possible to track important
material-state transitions. The equations that relate the viscoelastic properties of the
thermosetting composites to their mechanical properties make the viscoelastic properties more
viable for cure monitoring. For example, the Bosze equation states the relation between tensile
strength of a cured unidirectional epoxy composite and its storage modulus measured by DMA
for temperatures ranging from 50oC to 250oC as follows [41]:
⎛
⎞
0 ⎜
⎟
⎝ ET′ 0 ⎠

E ′(T ) ⎟
σ s (T) = σ T ⎜

(1)

where σs(T) is the tensile strength at temperature T, E’(T) is the storage modulus at temperature
T, σT0 is the tensile strength at reference (room) temperature, and E’T0 is the storage modulus at
reference (room) temperature.
2.2.

Monitoring Degree of Cure
It is possible to measure the degree of cure using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)

spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, the fluorescence technique, and differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC). DSC is the most popular technique among the aforementioned techniques. It
measures the difference in heat flow rate between a sample and an inert reference material as a
function of time and temperature [42] and has long been used to study the cure kinetics of
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different resin systems and composites. The equations for calculating the thermal degree of cure
are defined based on the heat released from the sample during cure measured by DSC.

Figure 7Figure 7 shows the cross section of a DSC heat flux cell. As it can be seen, two
thermocouples are used that measure the reference and sample temperatures. The equivalent
thermal circuit for this type of DSC is illustrated in Figure 8. Equations (2) to (5) describe the
heat balance in the heat flux DSC [42]:

qs =

qr =

Tfs − Ts

(2)

Rs
T fr − Tr

(3)

Rr

q = qs − qr

(4)

Tr − Ts ΔT
=
Rt
Rt

(5)

q=

where qs is the sample heat flow rate, qr is the reference heat flow rate, q is the heat flow rate
measured by DSC, Ts is the sample sensor temperature, Tr is the reference sensor temperature, Tfs
is the temperature of the furnace on the sample side, Tfr is the temperature of the furnace on the
reference side, ΔT is the temperature difference between sample and reference sensors, Rs is the
thermal resistance between the sample sensor and furnace, Rr is the thermal resistance between
the reference sensor and furnace, and Rt is the thermal resistance of the heat leak disk.
The governing equations of the conventional heat flux DSC are obtained assuming that
the DSC cell is symmetric. That is, the thermal resistances of the sample and reference, and also
the temperatures of the furnace on the sample side and on the reference side, are assumed to be
equal. Moreover, the governing equations of the conventional heat flux DSC do not incorporate
11

other known heat flows that take place in the DSC cell. It is important to note that in the real
world, none of the DSC designs satisfy the required precision for a symmetric cell.

Figure 7. Cross section of a DSC heat flux cell [3].

Figure 8. Equivalent thermal circuit of a conventional DSC heat
flux cell [42].
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To address the shortcommings of the conventional heat flux DSC, TA Instruments has
developed a new technolgy called Tzero. This technology utilizes three thermocouples. As
Figure 9 shows, two area thermocouples placed undeneath the sample and reference platforms
measure the sample and reference temperatures, respectively. The third thermocouple (Tzero or
T0), which is placed in between the reference and sample platforms, measures the temperature of
the cell base. For heat flow calculations in this thechnology, two ΔTs are used. The first ΔT is the
temperature difference between the sample and the reference sensors, and the second ΔT (ΔT0) is
the temperature difference between the sample and T0 sensors.

Figure 9. DSC cell design using Tzero technology [3].

The equivalent thermal circuit for a DSC cell with Tzero technology is illustrated in
Figure 10. Equations (6) to (11) describe the heat balance in the Tzero DSC [42]:

ΔT = Ts − Tr

(6)

ΔT0 = T0 − Ts

(7)

qs =

ΔT0
dT
− cs s
Rs
dt
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(8)

qr =

ΔT0 + ΔT
dT
− cr r
Rr
dt
qT 4 = qs − qr

qT 4 = −

⎛ 1
ΔT
1 ⎞
dT
d ΔT
+ ΔT0 ⎜⎜ − ⎟⎟ + (cr − cs ) s − cr
Rr
dt
dt
⎝ Rs Rr ⎠

(9)

(10)
(11)

where Ts is the sample sensor temperature, Tr is the reference sensor temperature, T0 is the cell
base sensor temperature, ΔT is the temperature difference between sample and reference sensors,
ΔT0 is the temperature difference between sample and T0 sensors, dTs/dt is the sample heating
rate, dΔT/dt is the time rate of change of ΔT, qs is the sample heat flow rate, qr is the reference
heat flow rate, qT4 is the heat flow rate measured by DSC, cs is the thermal capacitance between
sample sensor and furnace, cr is the thermal capacitance between reference sensor and furnace,
Rs is the thermal resistance between sample sensor and furnace, and Rr is the thermal resistance
between reference sensor and furnace.

Figure 10. Equivalent thermal circuit for a DSC cell with Tzero technology [42].

The first term on the right hand side of equation (11) is equal to the heat flow measured
by conventional DSC (equation (5)). The second and third terms account for the thermal
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resistance and capacitance imbalances between the sample and reference, respectively. The
fourth term accounts for the heating rate imbalance between the sample and reference. The
second, third, and fourth terms in equation (11) make it possible to measure the heat flow
accurately without assuming that the DSC cell is symmetric.
The measured heat flow from the thermosetting prepreg sample during cure can be used
to calculate its degree of cure with the following equation:
t

qdt
∫
α (t ) =

(12)

0

HU

where α(t) is the degree of cure, q is the heat released from the sample from time 0 to time t
during cure measured by DSC, and HU is the ultimate heat of reaction obtained by the
experiment.
2.2.1. Cure Kinetic Models
Cure kinetic models are used to find the degree of cure at any arbitrary time-temperature
during cure. To date, several models have been developed to characterize the curing process of
different resin systems [43]. Those models with more than one rate constant have proven to be
more appropriate for resin systems with complicated cure reactions. The addition of a diffusion
term to the cure kinetics models helps improve their accuracy when the cure process approaches
completion and the reactions become diffusion controlled rather than kinetics controlled. Cure
kinetics models without the diffusion term are more appropriate when the curing process rate is
controlled by kinetics of bond formation [44].
2.2.1.1. Barrett Model
The Barrett model, also known as the Borchardt and Daniels model, or the nth-order
model, has one rate constant and can be defined as [45]
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dα
= k (1 − α ) n
dt

(13)

where n is the exponential constant, and k is the rate constant, which depends on the temperature
in an exponential manner and is defined as:
k = A0 exp(-

ΔE
)
RT

(14)

where A0 is the pre-exponential factor, ΔE is the activation energy, R is the universal gas
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. A0, ΔE, and n are the parameters of the model found
by fitting curve to the dα/dt vs. α and T data.
2.2.1.2. Kamal Model
The Kamal model, also known as the autocatalytic model, can be defined as [46]
dα
= ( k1 + k 2α m )(1 − α ) n
dt

(15)

where α is the degree of cure, dα/dt is the time rate of the degree of cure, m and n are the first
and second exponential constants, respectively, and k1 and k2 are the rate constants, which
depend on the temperature in an exponential manner and are defined by equations (16) and (17):
k1 = A1exp(-

ΔE1
)
RT

(16)

k 2 = A2 exp(-

ΔE2
)
RT

(17)

where A1 and A2 are the pre-exponential factors, ΔE1 and ΔE2 are the activation energies, R is the
universal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. A1, A2, ΔE1, ΔE2, m, and n are the
parameters of the model found by fitting the curve to the dα/dt vs. α and T data.
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2.2.1.3. Kamal-with-Diffusion Model
The Kamal-with-diffusion model is simply the Kamal model with an extra diffusion term.
It can be defined as [47, 48]
dα
1
=
(k1 + k 2α m )(1 − α ) n
dt 1 + exp(C(α - α c ))

(18)

where m, n, k1, and k2 are the same as those of the Kamal model. The term 1/(1+exp(C(α-αc))) is
the diffusion factor that includes two constants: C, the diffusion constant, and αc, the critical
degree of cure. A1, A2, ΔE1, ΔE2, C, m, and n are the parameters of the model found by fitting the
curve to the dα/dt vs. α and T data.
2.2.1.4. Springer-Loos Model
The Springer-Loos model is defined as [15]
dα
= (k1 + k2α )(1 − α )( B1 − α )
dt

(19)

where B1 is a constant, and k1 and k2 are the rate constants, which depend on the temperature in
an exponential manner and are defined by equations (16) and (17). A1, A2, ΔE1, ΔE2, and B1 are
the parameters of the model found by fitting the curve to the dα/dt vs. α and T data.
2.2.1.5. Cole-with-Diffusion Model
The Cole-with-diffusion model can be defined as [49, 50]
dα
1
=
(kα m )(1 − α ) n
dt 1 + exp(C(α - (α c0 + α cTT )) )

(20)

where m and n are the first and second exponential constants, respectively, and k is the rate
constant, which depends on the temperature in an exponential manner and is defined as
k = Aexp(-
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ΔE
)
RT

(21)

where A is the pre-exponential factor, ΔE is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant,
and T is the absolute temperature. The term 1/(1+exp(C(α-(αc0+αcTT)))) is the diffusion factor
that includes three constants: C, the diffusion constant; αc0, the critical degree of cure at T= 0oK;
and αcT, a constant that accounts for increase in the critical resin degree of cure with temperature.
A, ΔE, C, αc0, and αcT are the parameters of the model found by fitting the curve to the dα/dt vs. α
and T data.
2.3.

Monitoring Viscoelastic Properties
Viscoelastic properties of the resins and composites are usually measured by a dynamic

mechanical analyzer (DMA). The DMA applies steady-state oscillation or vibration to a sample
of the viscoelastic material and measures the state of stress in the sample during its vibration
[51]. Several methods are used to apply oscillatory force to the sample: tensile, compression,
torsion, or bending [52]. Storage modulus (G’), loss modulus (G”), tanδ, and complex viscosity
are different viscoelastic properties that can be measured using the DMA [53]. Gel time and
glass transition temperature are other material properties that can be obtained using the DMA;
however, these properties are not directly measured and should be derived from other
viscoelastic properties. The viscoelastic properties of the thermosetting resins and composites
change as they are being cured. If these changes are measured continuously, the state of the
material and cure will be known throughout the cure cycle.
A parallel-plate encapsulated sample rheometer (ESR) equipped with a DMA has proven
to be a good choice for monitoring the state of material during cure, since it can measure its
viscoelastic properties from the low viscosity region to the solid glassy region [12].
Figure 11 depicts the torsion of a cylinder under torque Ψ. As can be seen, for a cylinder
with unit thickness (H = 1) [54],
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γ = rθ

(22)

where γ is the strain, r is the radius of the cylinder, and θ is the angular rotation. For linear elastic
torsion, shear stress is proportional to the distortion as

τ = Gγ = Grθ

(23)

where τ is the shear stress, and G is the shear modulus. In order to find the torque for a cylinder
with unit thickness, the stresses acting on the circular cross should be integrated as

dΨ = (τ 2πrdr)r = Gγ 2πr 2dr = Gθ 2πr 3dr

(24)

R

(25)

Ψ = 2Gθπ ∫ r 3dr = GθI p
0

where Ψ is the torque, Ip ( =

πD 4
32

) is the polar moment of inertia of the cylindrical sample’s cross

section with respect to its center, D is the diameter of the cylinder, and GIp is the torsional
stiffness of the cylinder. For a cylinder with thickness H, torque is

Ψ=

I p Gθ

(26)

H

where θ is the angular rotation, Ψ is the torque, Ip is the polar moment of inertia of the cylindrical
sample’s cross section with respect to the center, GIp is the torsional stiffness of the cylinder, and
H is the thickness of the cylinder.

Figure 11. Torsion of cylinder under torque [54].
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The parallel-plate strain-controlled rheometer applies a sinusoidal strain to a cylindrical
sample and measures the torque in order to obtain viscoelastic properties of the sample during
cure (Figure 12). The complex shear modulus of the sample is then obtained using

G* =

ΨH
I pθ

(27)

where G* is the complex shear modulus of the sample, θ is the angular rotation, Ψ is the
measured torque, Ip is the polar moment of inertia of the cylindrical sample’s cross section with
respect to the center, and H is the thickness of the sample. Then, the complex viscosity of the
sample is calculated using

η* =

G*

(28)

ω

where η* is the complex viscosity, G* is the complex shear modulus, and ω is the angular
frequency of the sinusoidal strain.

Figure 12. Schematic of strain-controlled parallel-plate rheometer [55].
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2.3.1.

Complex Viscosity Models
Viscosity of the thermosetting resins changes drastically during cure. The resin viscosity

depends on the cure temperature and degree of cure. As such, advanced viscosity models should
include these two variables. Viscosity models are often fitted to the complex viscosity data
obtained during cure of the thermosetting resins and composites using the rheometer.
2.3.1.1. Ampudia Model
The Ampudia viscosity model relates the complex viscosity of the thermosetting resin
with its isothermal cure time and is defined as [56]

η* = η1exp(k ′t)

(29)

where η* is the complex viscosity, t is the isothermal cure time, and η1 and k’ are defined by the
following equations:

η1 = η a exp(
k ′ = k ∞′ exp(-

Eη
RT

(30)

)

Ek
)
RT

(31)

where ηa and k’∞ are constants, Eη and Ek are the activation energies, R is the universal gas
constant, and T is the absolute isothermal cure temperature. Parameters ηa, k’∞, Eη, and Ek of the
model are found by fitting the curve to the η* vs. t data.
2.3.1.2. Dusi Model
The Dusi viscosity model, which has found the most application in complex viscosity
modeling for thermosetting resins is defined as [34]

η * = η a exp(k ′α )exp(
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U
)
RT

(32)

where η* is the complex viscosity, ηa is a constant, α is the degree of cure, U is the activation
energy for viscosity assumed to be independent of the degree of cure, k’ is a constant assumed to
be independent of temperature, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
Parameters ηa, k’, and U of the model are found by fitting the curve to the η* vs. α and T data. To
make the curve fitting easier, one can take the natural log of both sides of the above equation to
obtain the following:
lnη * = lnη a + k ′α +

U
RT

(33)

2.3.1.3. Kenny Model
The Kenny viscosity model is defined as [57]

E ⎡ α ⎤
η* = Aμ exp( μ )⎢ g ⎥
RT ⎣⎢α g − α ⎦⎥

A+ Bα

(34)

where η* is the complex viscosity, α is the degree of cure, αg is the degree of cure at gelation, R
is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, Eµ is the activation energy, and Aµ, A,
and B are constants. Parameters Aµ, A, B, and Eµ of the model are found by fitting the curve to
the η* vs. α and T data. To make the cure fitting easier, equation (34) is rewritten in the natural
log form as

lnη* = lnAμ +

⎛ αg ⎞
⎟
+ (A + Bα )ln⎜
⎜α −α ⎟
RT
g
⎝
⎠
Eμ

(35)

2.3.1.4. Williams–Landel–Ferry Model
The Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) viscosity model states the viscosity of thermosetting
resins in terms of the degree of cure and cure temperature and is defined as [57]
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⎛ − C (T − Tg 0 ) ⎞⎡ α g ⎤
⎟⎢
η* = η g ⎜⎜ 1
⎟⎢α − α ⎥⎥
C
T
T
+
−
g 0 ⎠⎣
g
⎦
⎝ 2

n

(36)

where η* is the complex viscosity, ηg is the viscosity at glass transition temperature, α is the
degree of cure, αg is the degree of cure at gelation, T is the absolute temperature, Tg0 is the glass
transition temperature of the uncured resin, and C1 and C2 are WLF constants equal to 17.44 and
56.1, respectively. The exponential constant n is found by fitting the curve to the η* vs. α and T
data.
2.3.1.5. Sun Model
The Sun viscosity model is developed for the isothermal cure of epoxy prepregs and is
defined as [48]

η* =

η0 − η∞

1 + exp(k ′(t - t c ))

+ η∞

(37)

where η* is the complex viscosity, η0 and η∞ are the initial and final complex viscosities during
isothermal cure, respectively, t is the isothermal cure time, k’ is a rate constant, and tc is the
critical time defined by
tc = At exp(

Et
)
RT

(38)

where At is a constant, Et is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the
absolute temperature. Parameters η0 and η∞ are directly found from the complex viscosity data.
Parameters At, and Et of the model are found by fitting the curve to the η* vs. t data.
2.3.2.

Glass Transition Temperature and Gel Time Models
The glass transition temperature of polymers and polymer composites has been studied

by many investigators [58, 59]. Above the Tg, large-scale molecular motions (molecular
mobility) occur in thermosetting resins. While the uncross-linked polymers become liquid as a
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result of such an increase in molecular mobility, the cross-linked thermosetting resins become
rubber-like above the Tg, due to the covalent cross-links that serve as constraints for the mobility
of the chain segments [60]. In the aerospace industry, the glass transition temperature is a design
parameter since the service temperature of composite parts should be well below the Tg of the
cured composite material [61]. The Tg is correlated to the degree of cure by equation (39), known
as the DiBenedetto equation [62]:

Tg =

(1 - α )Tg 0 + λαTg∞

(39)

(1 - α ) + λα

where α is the degree of cure; Tg∞ and Tg0 are the ultimate glass transition temperature of the
fully cured resin and the initial glass transition temperature of the uncured resin, respectively;
and λ, the ratio of segmental mobility, is an adjustable structure-dependent parameter (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1)
that can be found by fitting the cure to the Tg vs. α data.
Gel time is more important than the Tg from a processing point of view and, therefore,
has been the focus of attention by investigators interested in processing composite materials [63].
After the gelation polymer loses its fluidity, it is not possible to force out the air and volatiles
trapped between the layers of the composite laminate by applying pressure. Equation (40) relates
the natural log of the gel time with the reciprocal of the isothermal cure temperature [48]:
t gel = c exp(

Ea
)
RT

(40)

where tgel is the gel time, R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, Ea is the
activation energy, and c is a constant. Parameters Ea and c are found by fitting the curve to the
tgel vs. 1/T data.
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2.4.

Mechanical Properties
The effect of the cure cycle on the mechanical properties of thermosetting resins has been

studied previously. The results of these studies suggest the following:
•

Mechanical properties of the cured composite laminate depend on its state of cure [64].

•

If the composite laminate is not cured enough, its mechanical properties drop [65].

The extent of cure affects the resin-dominated mechanical properties of composites, such as
compression strength and interlaminar shear strength, more than the fiber-dominated mechanical
properties of composites, such as tensile strength. This is because the yield stress of
thermosetting resins is influenced by the cross-link density: the distance between the covalent
cross-links that serve as the topological constraints in thermosetting resins is of a length scale
relevant for yielding/plastic deformation.
The yield stress of thermosetting resins at temperatures below Tg can related to the Tg
using the following equation [60]:

σ y = σ yg + b(Tg − T )

(41)

where σy is the yield stress, σyg is the yield stress at Tg, T is the temperature, Tg is the glass
transition temperature, and b is a positive constant.
On the other hand, the elastic modulus of the thermosetting resins at temperatures below
Tg is mainly dominated by the inter-chain interactions on a local-length scale and, therefore, is
not strongly affected by the cross-link density.
2.5.

Staged Cure Cycles
Viscosity evolution and cure kinetics of several polymer composites during isothermal

and ramp cure cycles have been studied extensively [43]; however, the staged cure cycles that
include both ramp and isothermal steps have been studied less. Figure 13 illustrates the different
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types of cure cycles that might be appropriate for thermosetting polymer composites. Staged cure
cycles are commonly used in industry for autoclave curing. Much effort has been devoted in
recent years to studying two-stage cure cycles for epoxy polymer composites. For example, some
researchers have tried to reduce thermal residual stresses in composites [66, 67] using the staged
cure cycles, while others have tried to eliminate voids and improve mechanical properties of the
composites [68-71] using the staged cure cycles. Although calculating the degree of cure for
either the isothermal or ramp cure cycles is straightforward, obtaining this parameter for the
staged cure cycles is challenging because the heat-flow baseline for the ramp stage is different
than for the isothermal stage.

Figure 13. Schematic of different cure cycles for thermosetting polymer
composites: (a) isothermal, (b) ramp, (c) one-stage, and (d) two-stage.
This dissertation addresses the baseline issue for DSC heat flow for the staged cure
cycles. When the heat flow baseline is determined, the degree of cure can be obtained for any
staged cure cycle. Then, it can be modeled and the model used to predict the viscosity of the
polymer composite materials at any time during the cure cycle. The degree of cure and viscosity
models can be used as a tool to provide a direct estimation of the material state during curing.
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CHAPTER 3
TECHNICAL APPROACH

3.1.

Proposed Approach to Curing of Composites
Recent development of a parallel-plate encapsulated sample rheometer equipped with a

dynamic mechanical analyzer has enabled complete and repeatable measurement of the
viscoelastic properties of a composite material during cure from a low-viscosity region to a highviscosity region [12]. The rheometer can be used as an ex-situ cure monitoring instrument,
simulating the real curing processes such as autoclaving and hence eliminating the need for
multiple measurement instruments. The measured viscoelastic properties can be used to
determine the material state throughout the curing process. The cure time-temperature data as
provided by thermocouples attached to the composite part is the only input to the rheometer for
cure simulation.
Utilizing the rheometer as the main ex-situ cure monitoring instrument makes it possible
to offer a new approach to curing composites. In the new approach, called Material State
Management (MSM), the acceptance of the cured composite parts is based on the viscoelastic
properties of the material as measured by the rheometer during cure and post-cure simulation
(Figure 14). MSM is based on the assumption that the viscoelastic properties are indicative of
other important material properties, such as mechanical properties, and therefore can be used for
acceptance or rejection of composite materials.
Moreover, the knowledge of the viscoelastic properties of the material during cure can
bring the possibility of modifying the current time-temperature-based specifications [72].
Confidence limits of the new cure process in the new specifications will be defined based on the
viscoelastic properties of the material. The existence of a massive material state database and
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model makes it feasible to design the new specifications based on the viscoelastic properties.
Although the rheometer can provide the viscoelastic properties data during cure, developing the
material state models requires DOC data as well, since many sophisticated viscoelastic properties
models need both DOC and cure temperature data to predict the stat of the material during cure.
As such, the DSC should be coupled with the rheometer to provide the required data for material
state models.

(Graph courtesy of Mike Frena, OO-ALC)

Figure 14. Proposed approach to curing composites.
The new approach to curing addresses shortcomings of the current approach. For
example, the new approach lowers the risk of curing by offering larger cure confidence limits
and eliminates the need for extensive coupon testing to certify the cured parts [12]. Moreover,
important changes in the material state during cure will be observable, and the actual final
mechanical properties of the material will be predictable once the viscoelastic properties of the
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material are known. Also, with the new approach, it is possible to correlate the key variables
during cure.
In this dissertation, complex viscosity is the viscoelastic property of choice for
monitoring the state of the material during cure. The reasons for selecting the complex viscosity
for material-state monitoring are as follows:
•

Complex viscosity can be precisely measured throughout the cure and post-cure cycles
using the rheometer.

•

Complex viscosity can be used for monitoring the state of the material during cure; as
explained in sections 3.3.1.1 and 3.4.1.1.

•

Important changes in the material state during cure, such as minimum viscosity, gelation,
and vitrification, can be found using the complex viscosity graph. As such, complex
viscosity can provide the information required for designing the proper cure cycle, as
explained in sections 3.3.1.5 and 3.4.1.5.

•

Complex viscosity can be adequately modeled by existing viscosity models, as explained
in section 3.5.2.

•

Complex viscosity can be correlated to the mechanical properties, as explained in section
3.5.3.

3.1.1. Thermal Analysis
3.1.1.1. Degree of Cure Equations
Equation (42) states the heat released from the sample during cure in terms of the
material properties [73]:
dQ
dT
= Cp
+ f (T , t )
dt
dt
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(42)

where dQ/dt is the sample heat flow measured by DSC, Cp is the sample heat capacity (sample
specific heat × sample weight), dT/dt is the heating rate, and f(T,t) is the kinetic heat flow, which
is a function of time at an absolute temperature. Note that for an isotehrmal DSC run, the first
term on the right-hand side of equation (42) is equal to zero since dT/dt is zero. Figure 15 shows
the heat flow of a thermosetting resin during cure measured by DSC using dynamic scanning
(i.e., being heated at a constant heating rate) and isothermal scanning (i.e., being held at a
constant temperature).

Figure 15. Heat flow of thermosetting resin during cure measured
by DSC using dynamic scanning and isothermal scanning [15].

During the cure cycle, the degree of cure at time t is given by [74]

α (t ) =

H (t )
HU

(43)

where α(t) is the degree of cure, and H(t) is the total amount of heat released from the sample
from time 0 to time t during cure (Figure 16) and is defined as
t ⎛ dQ ⎞
H (t ) = ∫ ⎜
⎟dt
0
⎝ dt ⎠

(44)

HU, the ultimate heat of reaction, is defined as

H U = H T + H res
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(45)

where HT is the total heat released during cure, and Hres, the area under the heat flow curve in
dynamic scanning performed immediately after the end of the cure cycle in order to release the
residual heat of the sample, is defined as
t e ⎛ dQ ⎞
H res = ∫ ⎜
⎟dt
ts
⎝ dt ⎠

(46)

where ts and te represent the start and end times, respectively, of the exothermic reactions during
dynamic scanning.

Figure 16. Heat flow and degree of cure for a 977-2 UD sample cured at 177oC.
After substituting equation (43) into equation (45), the degree of cure will be

α (t ) =

H (t )
H T + H res

(47)

Subsequently, the rate of the degree of cure is

dα (t ) dH (t ) / dt
=
dt
H T + H res
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(48)

Since HU is used in DOC calculations, it is important to obtain its accurate value. While
some scholars assume that HU is a material property and independent of the cure cycle it
undergoes [48], others assume that HU depends on the cure cycle [74]. The latter assumption was
used in this study, as it described the behavior of the subject prepreg properly. It is important to
note that for a fully cured resin, the DOC is equal to one, whereas for an uncured resin, the DOC
is equal to zero. The prepreg resin is partially cured. This means that the DOC for the resin of the
prepreg is greater than zero; however, since the exact DOC of the fresh prepreg is usually
unknown for its users, it is usually assumed that the DOC for the prepreg is equal to zero [15,
74]. That is why some researchers refer to the prepreg DOC as the relative conversion or relative
DOC [75]. The measured results shown in Figure 16 illustrate the relation between the heat flow
and degree of cure for a 977-2 UD sample cured at 177oC.
The baseline in DSC terminology has three definitions [3]:
1. The instrument baseline, also called the zeroline [76]. This baseline is the DSC residual
heat-flow signal when it runs empty [77]. It is desirable to keep this baseline as close as
possible to zero.
2. The extrapolated portion of the DSC curve in exothermic or endothermic transitions over
which the heat flow peak should be integrated.
3. The premelting and postmelting baselines.
In this dissertation, the second definition of the baseline, which affects calculation of
thermal properties measured by DSC, is referred to as the baseline.
Figure 17 shows the zeroline, baseline, peak, and characteristic temperatures for an
arbitrary heat-flow curve. A peak in the DSC heat-flow curve, such as the one shown in Figure
17, appears when the DSC sample generates heat. Parameter ti marks the time (temperature) at
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which the heat-flow curve deviates from its original direction and moves toward the peak.
Parameter tf is the time (temperature) at which the heat flow curve merges back into the baseline.
The heat-flow peak occurs at time (temperature) tp. The interpolated baseline (dashed line under
the peak) connects ti to tf. It is obtained assuming that the sample have not released heat from
time ti to time tf. The baselines for the isothermal and dynamic scanning using DSC have been
studied previously [76, 78-80]. Höhne et al. developed a method for finding the baseline for DSC
heat-flow curves [76]. Table 3 shows different heat-flow baseline constructions for calculating
the enthalpy of ice melting. The suggested heat-flow baselines can also be used for degree-ofcure calculations.

Figure 17. Zeroline, baseline, and peak for arbitrary heat flow curve [79].
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TABLE 3
DIFFERENT BASELINE CONSTRUCTIONS FOR
CALCULATING THE ENTHALPY OF ICE MELTING [79]
Baseline Number

Method

1

e-function
(true baseline)

2

straight line

3

step

4

polygon

5

intersection

6

intersection
+
triangle

7

parabola

8

thermodynamic

9

proportional to
degree of
conversion
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Representation

3.1.2. Rheological Analysis
In order to obtain viscoelastic properties of the sample during cure, the rheometer applies
a sinusoidal shear strain with frequency f to a cylindrical sample (Figure 18). The applied shear
strain is then [81]

γ = γ 0 sin(ωt )

(49)

where γ is the sinusoidal strain, ω (=2πf) is the angular frequency of the strain, and γ0 is the
amplitude of the strain.

Figure 18. Viscoelastic material’s stress response to sinusoidal strain [82].

If the shear strain amplitude is small enough, the relation between the shear strain and
stress will be linear [51]. The stress response τ of the viscoelastic sample, therefore, will be
sinusoidal with a phase lag δ and amplitude τ0 (Figure 18):

τ = τ 0 sin(ωt + δ )

(50)

where τ is the stress response of the viscoelastic sample, τ0 is the amplitude of the stress, and δ is
the phase lag of the stress response. It is noticeable that for a pure elastic material, δ = 90o,
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whereas for a pure viscous material, δ = 0o, and for a viscoelastic material, 0o < δ < 90o. The
stress response equation can be rewritten as

τ = (τ 0 cosδ ) sin(ωt ) + (τ 0 sin δ ) cos(ωt )

(51)

To express the response of the viscoelastic material in terms of shear modulus, both sides
of the above equation should be divided by strain amplitude γ0:

τ τ 0 cos δ
τ sin δ
=
sin(ωt ) + 0
cos(ωt )
γ0
γ0
γ0

(52)

G = G′(ω ) sin(ωt ) + G′′(ω ) cos(ωt )

(53)

where G is the shear relaxation modulus, G’ (=τ0 cosδ/γ0) is the storage modulus representing the
energy storage or the elastic portion of the viscoelastic material’s behavior, and G” (=τ0 sinδ/γ0)
is the loss modulus representing the energy loss. The tangent of the phase lag, tanδ, is equal to
the ratio of the loss modulus to the storage modulus, G”/G’. The parameter tanδ is a measure of
energy dissipation. Parameters G’, G”, and tanδ are viscoelastic properties of the material.
Sometimes viscoelastic properties of the material are expressed in terms of imaginary
variables. The imaginary complex shear modulus is defined as [82]

τ * / γ * = G* = G′ + iG′′

(54)

G * = τ 0 / γ 0 = G′2 + G′′2

(55)

and

3.1.2.1. Complex Viscosity
Another viscoelastic property is complex viscosity, η*, which is defined as [83]

η * = η ′ − iη ′′ =

G * G ′′ G ′
=
−i
iω
ω
ω

(56)

where η’, the dynamic viscosity, is defined as [84]

η′ =

G ′′

ω
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(57)

and the elastic part of the complex viscosity is [84]

η ′′ =

G′

(58)

ω

Complex viscosity, which is a viscoelastic property, is related to steady shear viscosity by
the Cox-Mertz equation [85, 86]:

η (γ&) = η * (ω) at γ& = ω

(59)

Equation (59) states that when the apparent frequency equals the shear rate, the magnitude of the
complex viscosity is equal to the magnitude of the shear viscosity.
The complex viscosity, degree of cure, and cure temperature during cure for 977-2 UD
samples cured at 177oC for 180 minutes is shown in Figure 19. As the figure shows, at the start
of the cure cycle (the first 50 minutes of the cure cycle), the effect of cure temperature is
dominant. At this stage, the degree of cure is almost zero, indicating occurrence of little or no
chemical cross-linking reactions. At the temperature-dominated region, the viscosity of resin, as
with most fluids, decreases with an increase in the cure temperature. Nevertheless, as the cure
proceeds, the effect of cross-linking becomes more dominant. At this stage, cross-linking
reactions occur at an increasingly fast rate, thus causing the degree of cure curve to climb
rapidly. As a result, the viscosity rises significantly since the mobility of the resin becomes
progressively restricted due to intermolecular cross-linking [87]. The degree of cure approaches
its plateau value after 200 minutes, which means completion of the cross-linking reactions.
Figure 20 shows a typical two-stage cure cycle for composites. As can be seen, the dwell
temperature and time at the first stage are usually less than at the second stage. The effect of the
cure temperature is dominant in the first stage. During this stage, the resin flows and consolidates
the composite part. In addition, unwanted gasses trapped in the composite part, such as air, water
vapor, and volatiles, escape. The effect of cross-linking is dominant in the second stage. The
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resin cures in this stage, and as a result, the mechanical properties of the composite are
developed [11].

Figure 19. Complex viscosity, degree of cure, and cure temperature during
cure for 977-2 UD.

Figure 20. Typical two-stage cure cycle for composites [11].
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3.1.3.

Mechanical Properties
Combined loading compression (CLC) tests, open-hole compression tests (OHC), and

short beam shear (SBS) tests are commonly used to obtain the mechanical properties of
aerospace composite materials [61]. CLC tests provide compressive modulus, strength, and
Poisson’s ratio. OHC tests provide OHC strength and modulus. SBS tests provide only SBS
strength.
Although the SBS test is extensively used in industry to assess the interlaminar (short
beam) shear of composite materials, SBS strength is not related to any material property, due to
the diversity of failure modes that may happen in SBS specimens and the complexity of internal
stresses caused by the SBS test [88].
The CLC test is widely accepted in industry since its test coupon preparation is simple
and inexpensive [89]. Moreover, the unique CLC test fixture helps reduce unacceptable endcrushing failures compared to other compression tests such as ASTM D 695 [90] and, therefore,
makes this test very reliable.
The OHC test is usually performed to obtain notched compressive strength data. It is used
primarily to measure structural design allowables, material specifications, and quality assurance
parameters [91].
3.1.3.1. Statistical Analysis
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was the statistical analysis method used to
investigate the difference between mechanical properties for different sets of specimens and to
determine if different sets of data are members of the same population and, therefore, show no
statistically significant difference. MinitabTM was the statistical software package used. Table 4
contains a sample of the MinitabTM ANOVA output.
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TABLE 4
SAMPLE OF MINITAB ANOVA ANALYSIS
Level
182C 180min
177C 180min
171C 180min
160C 180min
149C 180min
160C 400min
149C 400min

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on Pooled StDev
-+---------+---------+---------+-------Overlapping
(---*---)
Confidence
(---*---)
(---*---) Intervals
(----*---)
(---*---)
(---*---)
(---*---)
-+---------+---------+---------+-------80.0
85.0
90.0
95.0

If the data shows an overlap in the confidence intervals, then there is no statistically significant
difference between the data sets for the given parameter. This is true if there is more than a 5
percent chance that two samples achieve the same mean value.
Standard deviation and coefficient of variation are two statistical terms utilized in this
dissertation to show the variation in mechanical testing data. The standard deviation is a common
statistical measure of the dispersion of the data set around the average value of the data set and
can be defined as

SD =

1 N
(xi − x )2
∑
N i =1

(60)

where SD is the standard deviation, N is the number of samples, xi is the individual data value,
and x is the mean value of the data set.
The coefficient of variation shows the variation around the average value of the data set
as a percentage of the mean value and can be defined as
CV =

SD
× 100
x

(61)

where CV is the coefficient of variation, x is the mean value of the data set, and SD is the
standard deviation.
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3.2.

Experimental Studies

3.2.1.

Material
A commercial prepreg manufactured by Cytec, Cycom 977-2 UD, was used in the

experimental studies. This prepreg is a 177oC curing toughened epoxy resin reinforced by
unidirectional (UD) carbon fiber and designed for autoclaving or press-mold curing. It is mainly
used for aircraft primary and secondary structures, space applications, ballistics, cryogenic tanks,
or any application where impact resistance and light weight are required. The Cytecrecommended cure cycle for this prepreg is 180 minutes, held at 177oC isothermal temperature.
Table 5 shows the selected mechanical properties for 977-2 UD published by Cytec [92].
TABLE 5
SELECTED MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR 977-2 UD
PUBLISHED BY CYTEC
Mechanical Property
0o Tensile Strength
0o Tensile Modulus
0o Compressive Strength
0o Compressive Modulus
Quasi Open-Hole Tensile Strength
Quasi Open-Hole Compression Strength

3.2.2.

Value Obtained at
Room Temperature
2,690 MPa
165 GPa
1,580 MPa
152 GPa
448 MPa
310 MPa

One-Stage Cure Cycles
The thermal, rheological, and mechanical properties of 977-2 UD for different one-stage

cure cycles were measured. Figure 21 and Table 6 show the temperature profiles for the onestage cure-cycle study. Cure cycles were designed to study the effect of dwell temperature
variations on the properties of the prepreg for dwell temperatures both above and below the
manufacturer’s recommended cure temperature (177oC), while the dwell time was kept constant
at 180 minutes, the manufacturer’s recommended cure time. Since the specimens cured at 160oC
and 149oC for 180 minutes were not fully cured, and since their properties, therefore, were
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expected to drop, it was important to know if increasing the dwell time could help improve the
material properties for these dwell temperatures. As such, new specimens were cured at 160oC
and 149oC, with long enough dwell times to ensure that no further curing could occur at these
dwell temperatures. Since the DOC for both dwell temperatures reached a plateau value after 400
minutes, the new dwell time was selected to be 400 minutes.

Figure 21. One-stage cure cycles.

TABLE 6
ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle Number

Ramp-Up
(°C/min)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8

Dwell
Temperature
(°C)
188
182
177
171
160
149
160
149
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Dwell Time
(min)

Ramp-Down
(°C/min)

180
180
180
180
180
180
400
400

2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8

3.2.2.1. Shear Rheometery Testing
Rheometer samples were cured using the temperature profiles shown in Table 6 to obtain
viscoelastic properties of 977-2 UD contained in Table 7. Each cure profile was followed by the
Tg test recommended by the Suppliers of Advanced Composite Materials Association (SACMA)
[93]. Rheology experiments were carried out using the ATD CSS 2000 rheometer with 41.3 mm
diameter parallel plates, shown in Figure 22. The rheometer’s plates were designed with grooves
to prevent slippage of the sample at high torque. Each side of the sample had a total of 20 ridges,
each 0.25 mm high, and equally spaced and arranged in a radial fashion. The width of the ridges
was 1.5 mm, and the length was 15 mm. The thickness of samples used in this study was 2.5
mm. The quality of the rheometer samples was similar to that of the parts manufactured in the
autoclave due to the high pressure (2000–4000 KPa) that the ATD rheometer applied on the
samples and also encapsulation of samples using the rubber o-rings.
The rheometer experiments were conducted at 1 Hz frequency to obtain the rheological
properties. A constant rotation angle of 0.05 degrees was used. Samples of the prepreg, which
weighed about 6.5 g, were prepared using 28 plies in 0/90/0/90 sequence. Since the ATD CSS
2000 rheometer data for curing the prepregs is highly repeatable, only one rheometer sample was
cured for each cure cycle shown in Table 6.
TABLE 7
MEASURED VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES
Viscoelastic Property
Complex Viscosity
Gel Time
Glass Transition Temperature (Tg)
Minimum Viscosity Time
Pressure Window Time
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Unit
Pa.S
min
C
min
min

Figure 22. ATD CSS 2000 rheometer.

3.2.2.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry Testing
The cure kinetics of 977-2 UD was studied using a DSC. The prepreg samples, weighing
between 10 and 15 mg, were encapsulated in Tzero aluminum pans. Then, the heat of reaction
and the degree of cure of the samples were measured with a TA Instruments Q2000 DSC (Figure
23). The temperature profiles for the DSC tests are shown in Table 6.

Figure 23. TA Instruments Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter.
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3.2.2.3.

Mechanical Testing

The OHC, CLC, and SBS tests were performed on five specimens from seven panels and
cured in an autoclave using one-stage cure cycles 2 to 8, as shown in Table 6. Table 8 shows the
measured mechanical and physical properties. In order to obtain balanced symmetric laminates,
the panel lay-up was 32 plies of unidirectional tape placed in 0/90/90/0 order. The cure pressure
for all panels was 586 KPag. The cured panels were cut into coupons and tested according to the
ASTM standards listed in Table 8.
TABLE 8
MEASURED MECHANICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Measured Property

Test Method

Standard

Interlaminar Shear Strength

Short Beam Shear

ASTM D2344

Compressive Strength

Combined Loading Compression

ASTM D6641

Compressive Modulus

Combined Loading Compression

ASTM D6641

Compressive Poisson’s Ratio

Combined Loading Compression

ASTM D6641

Open-Hole Ultimate Compression Strength Open-Hole Compression

ASTM D6484

Open-Hole Compression Percent Bending

Open-Hole Compression

ASTM D6484

Void Content

Acid Digestion

ASTM D3171

3.2.3.

Two-Stage Cure Cycles
Thermal and rheological properties of 977-2 UD during four combined ramp and

isothermal cure cycles were measured using the DSC and rheometer. Figure 24 and Table 9 show
the temperature profiles for the two-stage cure-cycle study. Cure cycles were designed to study
the effect of ramp-up rate and the first dwell temperature on the properties of the prepreg. While
the selected ramp-up rate for cure cycles 1 and 2 was 2.8oC/min, which is a common heat-up rate
for curing 977-2 UD in the autoclave, the designed ramp-up rate for cure cycles 3 and 4 was
8.3oC/min, which is almost the fastest possible heat-up rate in many autoclaves. The first dwell
temperature for the two-stage cure cycles for the 977-2 resin system is usually between 120oC
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and 165oC. As such, the first dwell temperature for all studied cure cycles was either 149oC or
163oC. The first dwell time for two-stage cure cycles for the 977-2 resin system is usually
between 60 and 100 minutes. Therefore, the first dwell time for all cure cycles was either 80 or
100 minutes. The first dwell time for cure cycles with a lower first dwell temperature (cure
cycles 2 and 4) was longer, in order to give the material more time to cure. The second dwell
temperature for all studied cure cycles was set at 177oC to ensure that the samples were fully
cured.
TABLE 9
TWO-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure
Cycle
Number

First
Ramp-Up
(°C/min)

First
Dwell
Temperature
(°C)

1

2.8

163

2

2.8

3
4

First
Dwell
Time
(min)

Second
Ramp-Up
(°C/min)

Second
Dwell
Temperature
(°C)

Second
Dwell
Time
(min)

RampDown
(°C/min)

80

2.8

177

300

2.8

149

100

2.8

177

350

2.8

8.3

163

80

8.3

177

300

2.8

8.3

149

100

8.3

177

350

2.8

Figure 24. Two-stage cure cycles.
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3.2.3.1. Shear Rheometry Testing
Rheometer samples were cured using the temperature profiles shown in Figure 24 to
obtain the viscoelastic properties of 977-2 UD contained in Table 7. Similar to one-stage cure
cycle tests, each cure profile was followed by the Tg test recommended by SACMA [93].
Rheology experiments were carried out using the ATD CSS 2000 rheometer. Test conditions
were the same as those used for one-stage cure-cycle tests. The two-stage cure-cycle samples,
weighing about 6.2 g, were prepared using 27 plies in 0/90 sequence.

3.2.3.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry Testing
Similar to one-stage cure cycle tests, the prepreg samples, weighing between 10 and 15
mg, were encapsulated in Tzero aluminum pans. Then, the heat of reaction and the degree of
cure of the samples were measured with a TA instruments Q2000 differential scanning
calorimeter. Temperature profiles of the DSC tests were the same as those used for the two-stage
rheometry tests.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, first the experimental results obtained for the specimens cured at onestage and two-stage cure cycles are presented and discussed. Then, the degree of cure and
complex viscosity modeling results for the one-stage and the two-stage cure cycles are reported.
Finally, the correlation between different material properties obtained from the experimental
results for the one-stage cure cycles is studied.
For the one-stage cure cycles, the experimental results include the viscoelastic properties
obtained with the rheometer, the degree of cure obtained with the differential scanning
calorimeter, the mechanical properties obtained with the OHC, CLC, and SBS tests and the void
content obtained with the acid digestion test. For the two-stage cure cycles, the experimental
results include viscoelastic properties obtained with the rheometer and the degree of cure
obtained with the differential scanning calorimeter.
4.1.

One-Stage Cure Cycles
As can be seen in Table 5, cure cycles 2 to 6 had different dwell temperatures. As such,

the testing results for these cure cycles showed the effect of dwell temperature on the material
properties. Also, cure cycles 5 and 7 and cure cycles 6 and 8 had different dwell times.
Therefore, the testing results for these cure cycles showed the effect of the dwell time in the
material properties.
4.1.1.

Rheometry Results
Viscoelastic properties of the prepreg, including G’, G”, tanδ, and complex viscosity,

were measured for different one-stage cure cycles using the parallel-plate shear rheometer. Since
complex viscosity was the main viscoelastic property used for describing the state of the material
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in this dissertation, only the graph for the complex viscosity during the cure and post-cure Tg test
was used.
4.1.1.1. Complex Viscosity
Figure 25 shows complex viscosity during cure and post-cure Tg tests for different onestage cure cycles. As shown, the complex viscosity graph indicates the state of the material
throughout the cure cycle and post-cure cycle. In addition, important material-state transitions
during cure, such as gelation and vitrification, are visible in the complex viscosity graph. Also,
other crucial material-state regions, such as the low-viscosity region and pressure-window
region, can be found using the complex viscosity data. As such, complex viscosity seems to be
an appropriate option for monitoring the state of the material during cure.

Pressure
Window

Vitrification Point

Gel Point

Complex Viscosity Plateau

Glass Transition
Temperature Test

Low Viscosity Region

Figure 25. Complex viscosity during cure and post-cure Tg tests for one-stage cure cycles.
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As Figure 25 shows, the complex viscosity plateau value indicating completion of the
cure was not achieved for samples cured at 160oC and 149oC for 180 minutes. Nevertheless, the
complex viscosity plateau was achieved during cure after the dwell time for these two cycles was
increased to 400 minutes. The final complex viscosity for different one-stage cure cycles is
shown in Figure 26. These values were obtained after the cured samples were cooled down to the
room temperature. For all cure cycles except cure cycle 8, the cured samples reached a stable
final complex viscosity at room temperature. In the case of cure cycle 8, the sample reached a
stable complex viscosity plateau after being cooled down right before the data became unstable,
due to slippage of the sample between the parallel plates. Since the unstable data did not provide
an acceptable final complex viscosity, only the portion of the complex viscosity graph that was
stable in the cool-down region was used to determine the final complex viscosity

Figure 26. Final complex viscosity for one-stage cure cycles.
Figure 26 shows that only the sample cured at 149oC for 180 minutes had a significant
drop in the final complex viscosity. This drop is similar to the drop observed in the average short
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beam shear strength obtained for specimens cured at the same cure cycle. As such, complex
viscosity seems to be a good candidate for correlation to the mechanical properties of the
material.
4.1.1.2. Gel Time
Gel time was defined as the time at which the tangent of the slope of the complex
viscosity graph tends to infinity. For the studied one-stage cure cycles, gelation occurred at the
beginning of the isothermal stage and coincided with the complex viscosity value equal to 105
Pa.S. Several factors may affect the magnitude of the complex viscosity at gel point, such as
properties of the material, thickness of the sample, and orientation of the sample plies. As will be
shown later, varying the rheometer sample thickness by using a different number of plies and
changing the orientation of the sample’s plies alter the complex viscosity value at gel point. As
Figure 27 illustrates, the gel time for different one-stage cure cycles increased as the dwell
temperature decreased. The relation between the gel time and dwell time for different one-stage
cure cycles for 977-2 UD can best be described by equation (40). The change in the dwell
temperature for samples cured at 160oC and 149oC did not significantly affect gel time.
4.1.1.3. Glass Transition Temperature (Tg)
Figure 28 shows glass transition temperatures for different one-stage cure cycles. As can
be seen, Tg gradually increases in value as the dwell temperature increases. Tg for the sample
cured at 188oC for 180 minutes was 186oC, which is the ultimate glass transition temperature for
977-2 UD obtained using the parallel-plate rheometer. For samples cured at 171oC to 188oC for
180 minutes, Tg was very close to the isothermal cure temperature; however, for samples cured
at 160oC and 149oC for 180 minutes, Tg was considerably less than the isothermal cure
temperature. The drop in Tg was related to incomplete cure of the samples. As such, increasing
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the dwell time to 400 minutes for the samples cured at 160oC and 149oC improved the degree of
cure and hence the glass transition temperature. Tg for all specimens was determined using G'
data according to SACMA SRM18R-94.

Figure 27. Gel times for one-stage cure cycles.
4.1.1.4.

Minimum Complex Viscosity Time
The time at which the complex viscosity of the prepreg sample reached its minimum

value for different one-stage cure cycles is shown in Figure 29. The minimum complex viscosity
for all cure cycles occurred during the ramp-up stage around 36 minutes after the start of the cure
cycles. Minimum complex viscosity time was used to obtain the pressure window.
4.1.1.5.

Pressure Window Time
Figure 30 shows pressure window times for different one-stage cure cycles. Pressure

window time signifies the time span during which the pressurization has a considerable effect on
the composite laminates cured in the autoclave and is defined as the gel time minus the minimum
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complex viscosity time [11]. The timing of pressure application during cure could affect the final
mechanical properties of the composite materials. If the cure pressure is applied too early and the
composite part is not surrounded by a resin dam, too much resin may be squeezed out, and
therefore, the resin content of the cured laminate may become too low. On the other hand, even if
the prepreg panel is surrounded by a resin dam, early application of the cure pressure may result
in formation of a resin-rich region in the laminates [94]. This may also cause higher void content
and lower mechanical strength. If the cure pressure is applied after the gel time, volatiles and air
trapped in the composite part will not be forced out.
Since the minimum complex viscosity time for all one-stage cure cycles was about 36
minutes, gel time was the only dominant factor in determining the pressure window time, and as
such, the trend of pressure window time for different cure cycles is the same as that of gel time.

Figure 28. Glass transition temperatures for one-stage cure cycles.
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Figure 29. Minimum complex viscosity times for one-stage cure cycles.

Figure 30. Pressure window times for one-stage cure cycles.
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4.1.2.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry Results
The heat flow of the prepreg samples during cure was measured for different one-stage

cure cycles using the DSC. The measured heat flow was then used to obtain the degree of cure
for each cure cycle after the heat flow baselines for the ram–up, and isothermal heat flows were
defined properly.
4.1.2.1. Degree of Cure
Degree of cure during cure for different one-stage cure cycles is shown in Figure 31. The
DOC increased rapidly at the beginning of each cure cycle before it slowed down to approach the
plateau value. The rapid increase in the DOC means a high cross-linking reaction rate. As such,
the curing reactions were kinetics-controlled in this region. As the DOC approached its plateau
value, the cross-linking reaction rate became significantly slow. The curing reactions in this
region were diffusion-controlled. Figure 32 shows the time rate of DOC vs. DOC for different
one-stage cure cycles. As can be seen, when the DOC is greater than 0.8, the time rate of the
DOC is almost zero. This means a very slow increase in the degree of cure with cure time. The
final DOC for different one-stage cure cycles is shown in Figure 33. As can be seen, for samples
cured for 180 minutes, the DOC decreased as the dwell temperature decreased. Increasing the
dwell time to 400 minutes for samples cured at 160oC and 149oC improved the DOC. Table 10
contains different heats of reaction and the final DOC for one-stage cure cycles. For samples
cured for 180 minutes, the residual heat increased with decreasing isothermal cure temperature.
An increase in the residual heat indicates lower degree of cure. As such, for the samples cured at
160oC and 149oC, the residual heat decreased with increasing dwell time from 180 to 400
minutes. It is important to note that the ultimate heat of reaction, HU, for different one-stage cure
cycles was not the same. Fluctuation in HU could be related to the variation in the prepreg
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sample’s weight and also variation in the fiber and resin volume fraction. Since the heats of
reaction are weight-normalized and only the thermosetting resin portion of the prepreg sample
generates heat, a higher fiber-volume fraction results in a lower heat of reaction since the carbon
fiber does not contribute to the heat of reaction. It is important to note that it is not possible to
use the DOC measured by DSC for real-time monitoring of the cure process since the ultimate
heat of reaction needed for DOC calculations is obtained only after the end of the cure cycle.
4.1.2.1.1. Heat-Flow Baseline
The one-stage cure cycles consisted of one ramp-up step and one isothermal step. To find
the total heat of reaction, the heat flow integration for each of these steps had to be done
separately using the appropriate heat-flow baseline. To obtain the ramp-up heat flow baseline, a
dynamic scanning was performed on a 977-2 UD sample. The baseline of the dynamic scanning
was a straight line (baseline number 2 in Table 3), as shown in Figure 34. The starting point of
the baseline was where the heat flow curve started to rise, and its ending point was where the
heat flow cure reached its minimum. This baseline was used to calculate DOC for the dynamic
scanning. To find the baseline for the isothermal step, the sample was kept at the isothermal cure
temperature until the heat flow approached the plateau value, as shown in Figure 35. The heat
flow plateau obtained was then used as the baseline for the isothermal step.
4.1.3.

Material Characterization Results
Test coupons for mechanical and void content testing were cut from panels cured at one-

stage cure cycles. The size of the panels was 17 inches by 17 inches. Figure 36 compares the
cross section for panels cured at cure cycles 6 and 8. As shown, the layup for the panel cured at
cure cycle 8 was missing one ply in the 90o direction. The layup for all other panels was correct.
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Since only one ply in the 90o direction missing out of 32 plies total was not a huge difference, as
observed in the test data, the mechanical test results for this panel were also reported.
Kinetics Controlled Region

Diffusion Controlled Region

Figure 31. Degree of cure during cure for one-stage cure cycles.

Figure 32. Time rate of degree of cure vs. degree of cure for one-stage cure cycles.
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Heat of Reaction (W/g)

Figure 33. Final degree of cure for one-stage cure cycles.

Time (min)
Figure 34. Heat-flow baseline for dynamic scanning with heat-up rate of 2.8oC/min.
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Heat of Reaction (W/g)

Time (min)

Figure 35. Heat-flow baseline for one-stage cure cycle.

TABLE 10
HEAT OF REACTION AND FINAL DEGREE OF CURE FOR
ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
188°C 180 min
182°C 180 min
177°C 180 min
171°C 180 min
160°C 180 min
149°C 180 min
160°C 400 min
149°C 400 min

HT (J/g)
121.90
111.95
128.45
105.14
121.74
119.48
118.71
116.44

Hres (J/g)
4.51
8.01
10.94
16.39
27.78
52.22
15.00
27.34

HU (J/g)
126.42
119.96
139.39
121.53
149.52
171.70
133.71
143.78

αmax
0.96
0.93
0.92
0.87
0.81
0.70
0.89
0.81

4.1.3.1. Short Beam Shear (SBS) Properties
Figure 37 and Table 11 show average SBS strength and standard deviation for different
one-stage cure cycles. Statistical analysis (Table 12) showed that the average SBS strength of the
specimens cured at 149˚C for 180 minutes was significantly less than the other specimens. In
addition to the average SBS strength, the failure mode for the specimens cured at 149˚C for 180
minutes was different from that of other specimens.
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Cure Cycle 6

Cure Cycle 8

Figure 36. Cross section of panels cured at one-stage cure cycles 6 and 8.

Figure 37. Average SBS strength for one-stage cure cycles.
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TABLE 11
AVERAGE SBS STRENGTH FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
SBS Strength (MPa) Standard Deviation (MPa) Coefficient of Variation (CV)
182°C 180 min
91.0
0.72
0.79
177°C 180 min
88.5
2.88
3.25
171°C 180 min
89.8
2.70
3.00
160°C 180 min
90.8
2.39
2.63
149°C 180 min
81.4
2.55
3.14
160°C 400 min
91.6
3.10
3.39
149°C 400 min
93.8
0.88
0.94

TABLE 12
MINITAB ANOVA ANALYSIS OF SBS STRENGTH VARIANCE
FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Level
182C 180min
177C 180min
171C 180min
160C 180min
149C 180min
160C 400min
149C 400min
Level
182C 180min
177C 180min
171C 180min
160C 180min
149C 180min
160C 400min
149C 400min

N
Mean StDev
5 90.979 0.715
5 88.512 2.880
5 89.822 2.696
5 90.752 2.388
5 81.353 2.552
5 91.607 3.101
5 93.821 0.882
Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on Pooled StDev
-+---------+---------+---------+-------(---*---)
(---*---)
(---*---)
(----*---)
(---*---)
(---*---)
(---*---)
-+---------+---------+---------+-------80.0
85.0
90.0
95.0

The cross section of a failed SBS specimen is shown in Figure 38. To further investigate
the failure mode for different cure cycles, SBS specimens were observed under the microscope.
It was found that the SBS failure mode for all cure cycles, except cure cycle 6, was compressioninterlaminar shear. The failure mode for cure cycle 6 was interlaminar shear. The compressive
failure mode indicates a strong fiber-resin adhesion since the resin can transfer the load to the
fibers, and hence the fibers fracture at the upper surface of the specimen. The interlaminar shear
failure mode indicates lack of strong bond between prepreg layers to prevent slippage of the
cured layers on top of each other. The change in the failure mode for the least cured specimens
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(cure cycle 6 specimens) was expectable since insufficient cure causes inadequate bonding
between prepreg layers.

Figure 38. Failure mode for SBS specimens.

Figures 39 to 41 show the magnified cross section of the failed SBS specimens around
the load region. The compression failure for all cure cycles, except cure cycle 6, started under the
load region, and the resulting crack propagated into different layers of the specimen, thus causing
delamination (Figures 39 and 40). However, this type of crack propagation was not observed for
cure cycle 6 specimens. These specimens failed due to interlaminar shear at multiple locations
(Figure 41).

Figure 39. Magnified cross section of SBS specimen cured at 177oC for 180 min.
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Figure 40. Magnified cross section of SBS specimen cured at 149oC for 400 min.

Figure 41. Magnified cross section of SBS specimen cured at 149oC for 180 min.
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The SBS load displacement (LD) curves for all cure cycles, except cure cycle 6, followed
the same pattern. The LD curves for these cure cycles had a huge drop right after the peak load
(Figures 42 to 43). This drop signified compression failure of the SBS specimens. The LD curves
for cure cycle 6 (Figure 44) had a slight drop before reaching the maximum load and a huge drop
after the peak load. The huge drop in LD curves for this cure cycle could be due to the failure at
multiple locations. The slight drop before reaching the maximum load could be the result of early
delamination of one of the plies. It is important to note that the failure mode and LD curve
pattern for cure cycle 8 was similar to those of the other cure cycles, except cure cycle 6. This
clearly shows that the SBS properties for cure cycle 8 were mainly affected by the state of the
cure, and missing one ply in the layup did not significantly affect the properties of the
corresponding panel. The failure modes for all SBS specimens were acceptable according to
ASTM D2344 (Figure 45). This means that the SBS test results for all specimens were valid.

Figure 42. Load displacement curve for SBS specimen cured at 177oC for 180 min.
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Figure 43. Load displacement curve for SBS specimen cured at 149oC for 400 min.

Figure 44. Load displacement curve for SBS specimen cured at 149oC
for 180 min.
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Figure 45. Typical failure modes in the short beam shear test
according to ASTM D2344 [88].
4.1.3.2. Combined Loading Compression Properties
Tables 13 and 14 and Figure 46 show average compressive strength and standard
deviation for different one-stage cure cycles. Average compressive modulus for different onestage cure cycles is shown in Tables 15 and 16 and Figure 47. The average compressive modulus
was obtained using the slope of the linear portion of the stress strain curve for each specimen.
Poisson’s ratio for specimens cured at one-stage cure cycles is summarized in Table 17 and
Figure 48. The values for CLC strength, CLC modulus, and Poisson’s ratio did not vary
significantly for different cure cycles. However, the average CLC strength decreased with
decreasing dwell temperature for the samples cured for 180 minutes. This could be due to the
fact that the yield stress of thermosetting resins at temperatures below Tg is influenced by the
degree of cure: the less the degree of cure the less the compressive yield stress. On the other
hand, the compressive modulus showed no decreasing trend with decreasing dwell temperature.
As mentioned previously, the elastic modulus of thermosetting resins at temperatures below Tg is
not strongly affected by the degree of cure.
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TABLE 13
AVERAGE CLC STRENGTH FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
182°C 180 min
177°C 180 min
171°C 180 min
160°C 180 min
149°C 180 min
160°C 400 min
149°C 400 min

CLC Strength (MPa)
803.0
813.2
823.3
794.2
782.9
809.2
790.0

Standard Deviation (MPa)
33.03
25.61
16.56
19.87
35.03
32.39
39.77

Coefficient of Variation (CV)
4.11
3.15
2.01
2.50
4.47
4.00
5.03

TABLE 14
MINITAB ANOVA ANALYSIS OF CLC STRENGTH VARIANCE
FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES

Level
182C 180min
177C 180min
171C 180min
160C 180min
149C 180min
160C 400min
149C 400min

N
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Mean
803.04
813.18
823.30
794.21
782.90
809.21
789.99

StDev
33.03
25.61
16.56
19.87
35.03
32.39
39.77

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
--------+---------+---------+---------+(---------*--------)
(--------*--------)
(--------*---------)
(--------*--------)
(--------*--------)
(--------*--------)
(--------*---------)
--------+---------+---------+---------+780
810
840
870

Figure 46. Average CLC strength for one-stage cure cycles.
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TABLE 15
AVERAGE CLC MODULUS FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
182°C 180 min
177°C 180 min
171°C 180 min
160°C 180 min
149°C 180 min
160°C 400 min
149°C 400 min

CLC Modulus (GPa)
73.8
74.4
74.1
74.7
75.5
75.8
76.2

Standard Deviation (GPa)
2.39
1.50
0.98
0.83
1.21
2.82
2.52

Coefficient of Variation (CV)
3.24
2.02
1.33
1.11
1.60
3.72
3.31

TABLE 16
MINITAB ANOVA ANALYSIS OF CLC MODULUS VARIANCE
FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Level
182C 180min
177C 180min
171C 180min
160C 180min
149C 180min
160C 400min
149C 400min
Level
182C 180min
177C 180min
171C 180min
160C 180min
149C 180min
160C 400min
149C 400min

N
Mean StDev
5 73.813 2.393
5 74.406 1.503
5 74.105 0.984
5 74.739 0.827
5 75.508 1.205
5 75.792 2.823
5 76.163 2.521
Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on Pooled StDev
+---------+---------+---------+--------(-----*-----)
(-----*-----)
(-----*-----)
(-----*-----)
(-----*-----)
(-----*-----)
(-----*-----)
+---------+---------+---------+--------72.0
75.0
78.0
81.0

Figure 47. Average CLC modulus for one-stage cure cycles.
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TABLE 17
AVERAGE CLC POISSON’S RATIO FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
CLC Poisson’s Ratio Standard Deviation Coefficient of Variation (CV)
182°C 180 min
0.038
0.0015
3.90
177°C 180 min
0.039
0.0010
2.61
171°C 180 min
0.041
0.0052
12.76
160°C 180 min
0.039
0.0023
5.99
149°C 180 min
0.043
0.0048
11.18
160°C 400 min
0.039
0.0016
4.03
149°C 400 min
0.038
0.0023
6.13

Figure 48. Average CLC Poisson’s ratio for one-stage cure cycles.
The failure mode for CLC specimens was similar for different cure cycles. As Figures 49
to 55 show, the failure mode for all specimens was brooming in the middle of the gage section
(BGM). Brooming usually occurs in untabbed compression specimens tightened inside the CLC
test fixture with high clamping torque (90 lb.in. for the tested CLC specimens). It indicates a
strong fiber-resin adhesion, since the resin could transfer the load to the fibers that in turn caused
the fibers to fracture explosively at the gage section. BGM is an acceptable failure mode
according to ASTM D3410 (Figure 56) as referenced by ASTM D6641. The percent bending for
all specimens was less than 5 percent, which means that the specimens did not buckle during the
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test. While the failure mode for SBS specimens cured at 149oC for 180 minutes was different
than that of the other specimens, the failure mode for CLC specimens cured at 149oC for 180
minutes was not different than that of the other specimens. This could be related to the difference
in the method of load application between SBS and CLC tests. While the load in the SBS test is
applied on top of the specimen and not on the sides of the specimens, thus allowing the sample
layers to slide with respect to each other during testing, the load in the CLC test is applied on
both ends of the specimen, thus eliminating the possibility of movement of the layers with
respect to one another during testing [65].

Figure 49. Compressive failure mode for CLC specimens cured at 182oC for 180 min.

Figure 50. Compressive failure mode for CLC specimens cured at 177oC for 180 min.
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Figure 51. Compressive failure mode for CLC specimens cured at 171oC for 180 min.

Figure 52. Compressive failure mode for CLC specimens cured at 160oC for 180 min.

Figure 53. Compressive failure mode for CLC specimens cured at 149oC for 180 min.
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Figure 54. Compressive failure mode for CLC specimens cured at 160oC for 400 min.

Figure 55. Compressive failure mode for CLC specimens cured at 149oC for 400 min.

Figure 56. Typical failure modes in compression test according to ASTM D3410 [95].
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4.1.3.3. Open-Hole Compression Properties
Average OHC strength and standard deviation for different one-stage cure cycles is
shown in Tables 18 and 19 and Figure 57. Average OHC modulus for different cure cycles is
shown in Tables 20 and 21 and Figure 58. The average OHC modulus was obtained using the
slope of the linear portion of the stress-strain curve for each specimen. The values for OHC
strength and modulus did not vary significantly and showed no particular trend for different cure
cycles. The maximum percent bending at 2,000 microstrains for specimens cured at each onestage cure cycle is shown in Table 22 and Figure 59.
As with CLC specimens, OHC specimens showed no change in the failure mode for
different cure cycles. Figures 60 to 66 show the typical failure mode for each one-stage cure
cycle. The observed failure mode was laminate compressive failure laterally across the center of
the hole, with 0°-dominated ply kinking (LGM). Fiber kinking in OHC specimens indicates a
strong fiber-resin adhesion, since the modulus of the resin controls the ability of the fibers to
kink [96]. LGM is an acceptable failure mode according to ASTM D6484 (Figure 67).

TABLE 18
AVERAGE OHC STRENGTH FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
182°C 180 min
177°C 180 min
171°C 180 min
160°C 180 min
149°C 180 min
160°C 400 min
149°C 400 min

OHC Strength (MPa)
319.4
313.3
321.1
318.7
338.0
341.5
327.3

Standard Deviation (MPa)
5.25
7.03
11.89
9.88
14.35
10.75
3.51
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Coefficient of Variation (CV)
1.64
2.24
3.70
3.10
4.25
3.15
1.07

TABLE 19
MINITAB ANOVA ANALYSIS OF OHC STRENGTH VARIANCE
FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES

Level
182C 180min
177C 180min
171C 180min
160C 180min
149C 180min
160C 400min
149C 400min

N
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Mean
319.35
313.32
321.11
318.74
338.05
341.46
327.33

StDev
5.25
7.03
11.89
9.88
14.35
10.75
3.51

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
---------+---------+---------+---------+
(-----*----)
(-----*----)
(-----*----)
(----*-----)
(-----*-----)
(-----*----)
(-----*----)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
320
340
360
380

Figure 57. Average OHC strength for one-stage cure cycles.
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TABLE 20
AVERAGE OHC MODULUS FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
182°C 180 min
177°C 180 min
171°C 180 min
160°C 180 min
149°C 180 min
160°C 400 min
149°C 400 min

OHC Modulus (GPa)
69.9
69.2
77.2
72.0
74.2
74.0
75.5

Standard Deviation (GPa) Coefficient of Variation (CV)
2.93
4.19
5.71
8.26
4.77
6.17
5.59
7.77
6.43
8.66
4.89
6.60
4.61
6.11

TABLE 21
MINITAB ANOVA ANALYSIS OF OHC MODULUS
VARIANCE FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Level
182C 180min
177C 180min
171C 180min
160C 180min
149C 180min
160C 400min
149C 400min
Level
182C 180min
177C 180min
171C 180min
160C 180min
149C 180min
160C 400min
149C 400min

N
Mean StDev
5 69.850 2.929
5 69.161 5.710
5 77.205 4.766
5 72.029 5.594
5 74.188 6.428
5 74.033 4.888
5 75.482 4.613
Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on Pooled StDev
-+---------+---------+---------+-------(--------*--------)
(--------*--------)
(--------*---------)
(--------*--------)
(--------*---------)
(--------*--------)
(--------*--------)
-+---------+---------+---------+-------65.0
70.0
75.0
80.0

Figure 58. Average OHC modulus for one-stage cure cycles.
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TABLE 22
OHC MAXIMUM PERCENT BENDING FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
182°C 180 min
177°C 180 min
171°C 180 min
160°C 180 min
149°C 180 min
160°C 400 min
149°C 400 min

Maximum Percent Bending
12.90
16.58
17.27
8.72
10.16
8.94
9.99

Figure 59. OHC maximum percent bending for one-stage cure cycles.

Figure 60. Compressive failure mode for OHC specimen cured at 182oC for 180 min.
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Figure 61. Compressive failure mode for OHC specimen cured at 177oC for 180 min.

Figure 62. Compressive failure mode for OHC specimen cured at 171oC for 180 min.

Figure 63. Compressive failure mode for OHC specimen cured at 160oC for 180 min.

Figure 64. Compressive failure mode for OHC specimen cured at 149oC for 180 min.

Figure 65. Compressive failure mode for OHC specimen cured at 160oC for 400 min.

Figure 66. Compressive failure mode for OHC specimen cured at 149oC for 400 min.
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Figure 67. Typical failure modes in OHC test according to ASTM D6484 [88].
4.1.3.4. Void Content
Figure 68 and Table 23 show the average void volume content for different cure cycles.
The void content test was performed according to ASTM D3171 [97] using sulfuric acid for
removing the resin. The level of void content in the panels was so low that the C-Scan of the
cured panels performed at Hawker Beechcraft showed zero percent void content. The negligible
void content of the cured panels indicates that cure pressure was applied in the proper pressure
window, and therefore, the variations in the material properties were only due to the difference in
the state of cure. Tables 24 to 26 and Figures 69 to 71 show the fiber volume content, resin
volume content, and density of cured prepregs for different cure cycles, respectively. The resin
density of 1.31 g/cm3 and fiber density of 1.79 g/cm3 were used for void content calculation.
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Figure 68. Average void volume content for one-stage cure cycles.

TABLE 23
AVERAGE VOID VOLUME CONTENT FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
182°C 180 min
177°C 180 min
171°C 180 min
160°C 180 min
149°C 180 min
160°C 400 min
149°C 400 min

Void Content (%)
0.504
0.548
0.507
0.498
0.457
0.579
0.580

Standard Deviation (%)
0.052
0.075
0.024
0.089
0.024
0.086
0.161

Coefficient of Variation (CV)
10.36
13.65
4.82
17.78
5.33
14.78
27.85

TABLE 24
AVERAGE FIBER VOLUME CONTENT FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
182°C 180 min
177°C 180 min
171°C 180 min
160°C 180 min
149°C 180 min
160°C 400 min
149°C 400 min

Fiber Content (%)
58.10
57.56
57.65
58.17
58.67
58.73
57.90

Standard Deviation (%)
0.23
0.36
0.47
0.56
0.50
0.71
0.38
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Coefficient of Variation (CV)
0.40
0.63
0.81
0.97
0.85
1.21
0.65

TABLE 25
AVERAGE RESIN VOLUME CONTENT FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
182°C 180 min
177°C 180 min
171°C 180 min
160°C 180 min
149°C 180 min
160°C 400 min
149°C 400 min

Resin Content (%)
41.40
41.89
41.84
41.33
40.88
40.69
41.52

Standard Deviation (%)
0.21
0.30
0.49
0.52
0.52
0.64
0.24

Coefficient of Variation (CV)
0.51
0.70
1.17
1.25
1.27
1.57
0.59

TABLE 26
AVERAGE DENSITY OF CURED PREPREG FOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
182°C 180 min
177°C 180 min
171°C 180 min
160°C 180 min
149°C 180 min
160°C 400 min
149°C 400 min

Density (g/cm3)
1.582
1.579
1.580
1.583
1.586
1.584
1.580

Standard Deviation (g/cm3)
0.00157
0.00265
0.00194
0.00352
0.00207
0.00444
0.00383

Coefficient of Variation (CV)
0.10
0.17
0.12
0.22
0.13
0.28
0.24

Figure 69. Average fiber volume content for one-stage cure cycles.
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Figure 70. Average resin volume content for one-stage cure cycles.

Figure 71. Average density of cured prepreg for one-stage cure cycles.
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4.2.

Two-Stage Cure Cycles
As can be seen in Table 9, cure cycles 1 and 3 and cure cycles 2 and 4 were different in

the ramp-up rate. As such, the testing results for these cure cycles showed the effect of the rampup rate in the material properties. Also, cure cycles 1 and 2 and cure cycles 3 and 4 were
different in the first dwell time. Therefore, the testing results for these cure cycles showed the
effect of the first dwell time in the material properties.
4.2.1.

Rheometry Results
The viscoelastic properties of the prepreg, including G’, G”, tanδ, and complex viscosity,

were measured for different two-stage cure cycles using the parallel-plate shear rheometer.
Similar to one-stage cure cycles, since the complex viscosity was the main viscoelastic property
used for describing the state of the material, only the graph for the complex viscosity during the
cure and post-cure Tg test was used.
4.2.1.1. Complex Viscosity
Figure 72 shows complex viscosity during cure and post-cure Tg test for different twostage cure cycles. The complex viscosity graph shows the state of the material throughout the
two-stage cure cycles and post-cure cycles. In addition, important material-state transitions
during cure such as gelation and vitrification are visible in this complex viscosity graph. Also,
other crucial material-state regions, such as the low-viscosity region and pressure-window
region, can be found using the complex viscosity data. As such, the complex viscosity seems to
be an appropriate option for monitoring the state of the material during cure. As can be seen in
Figure 72, the plateau value indicating completion of cure was achieved for all two-stage cure
cycles. The complex viscosity reached its plateau in the second stage of the cure for all cure
cycles. It is also noticeable that faster ramp rates and higher first-stage dwell temperatures
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shifted the complex viscosity curves more toward the isothermal cure at 177oC. Moreover,
Figure 72 shows that the complex viscosity graphs during the two-stage cure cycles shifted
slightly (marked by circles on the graphs), which was due to the transition from the ramp to the
isothermal step. The values of the complex viscosity at these slight shifts are 4.34×106 Pa.S,
1.88×106 Pa.S, 3.85×106 Pa.S, and 1.11×106 Pa.S for cure cycles 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
Pressure
Window

Vitrification Point

Complex Viscosity Plateau

Glass Transition
Temperature Test

Gel Point

Low Viscosity Region

Figure 72. Complex viscosity during cure and post-cure Tg test for
two-stage cure cycles and isothermal cure at 177oC.
The magnitude of complex viscosity for two-stage cure cycles cannot be compared to that
of the one-stage cure cycles since the thickness and ply orientation of the rheometer samples
used for two-stage cure cycles were different than those of the rheometer samples used for onestage cure cycles. The samples for two-stage cure cycles were prepared using 27 plies in lieu of
28 plies used for one-stage cure cycles and the orientation of the plies for two-stage cure cycles
was 0/90 rather than 0/90/90/0 used for one-stage cure cycles.
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4.2.1.2. Gel Time
Similar to the one-stage cure cycles, the gel time for two-stage cure cycles was defined as
the time at which the tangent of the slope of the complex viscosity graph tends to infinity. For
the two-stage cure cycles that were studied, gelation occurred at the beginning of the first
isothermal stage and coincided with the complex viscosity value equal to 2×105 Pa.S. As
mentioned previously, the magnitude of complex viscosity at the gel point depends on several
factors, such as properties of the material, thickness of the sample, and orientation of the sample
plies. As such, it was expected that reducing the thickness of the sample by reducing the number
of sample plies and changing the orientation of the plies would change the magnitude of the
complex viscosity at the gel point. As Figure 73 illustrates, the gel time for different two-stage
cure cycles increased as the first dwell temperature and ramp-up rate decreased. As such, the
sample cured at 177oC had the lowest gel time.

Figure 73. Gel time for two-stage cure cycles and isothermal cure at 177oC.
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4.2.1.3. Glass Transition Temperature (Tg)
Figure 74 shows the glass transition temperature for different two-stage cure cycles. As
indicated, Tg for all cure cycles is very close to 186oC, the ultimate glass transition temperature
for 977-2 UD, obtained using the parallel-plate rheometer. This indicated that samples were
close to the fully cure state. The final degree of cure for the two-stage cure cycles also proved
that samples were highly cured. Tg for all specimens was determined using G' data according to
SACMA SRM18R-94 [93].

Figure 74. Glass transition temperature for two-stage cure cycles
and isothermal cure at 177oC.
4.2.1.4. Minimum Complex Viscosity Time
The time at which the complex viscosity of the prepreg sample reached its minimum
value for different one-stage cure cycles is shown in Figure 75. The minimum complex viscosity
for all cure cycles occurred during the ramp-up stage. As shown, the minimum complex time for
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cycles with faster ramp-up rate was shorter. Minimum complex viscosity time was used to obtain
the pressure window.

Figure 75. Minimum complex viscosity time for two-stage cure cycles
and isothermal cure at 177oC.

4.2.1.5. Pressure Window Time
Figure 76 shows the pressure window time for different two-stage cure cycles. The
pressure window time signifies the time span during which the pressurization has a considerable
effect on the composite laminates cured in the autoclave. It is defined as the gel time minus the
minimum complex viscosity time. Since the minimum complex viscosity time for all of the twostage cure cycles was not the same, both the gel time and minimum complex viscosity time
affected the pressure window time. Cure cycles 2 and 4 had the longest pressure window. Both
of these cycles had the lowest first dwell temperature (149oC).
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Figure 76. Pressure window time for two-stage cure cycles and
isothermal cure at 177oC.

4.2.2.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry Results
The heat flow of the prepreg samples during cure was measured for different two-stage

cure cycles using the DSC. The measured heat flow was then used to obtain the degree of cure
for each cure cycle after the heat-flow baselines for the first and second ramp-up and isothermal
heat flows were defined properly.
4.2.2.1. Degree of Cure
The degree of cure during cure for different two-stage cure cycles is shown in Figure 77.
The DOC increased rapidly in the first ramp-up and isothermal step, and slowed down to
approach the plateau value in the second isothermal step. The rapid increase in the DOC
indicates a high cross-linking reaction rate. As such, the curing reactions were kinetics-controlled
during the first ramp-up and isothermal step. As the DOC approached its plateau value, the
cross-linking reaction rate became significantly slow. The curing reactions in the second
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isothermal step were diffusion-controlled. Similar to the complex viscosity graphs, DOC graphs
during the two-stage cure cycles shifted slightly, which was due to the transition from the rampup to isothermal step. This shift was signified as a sudden drop in the time rate of the degree of
cure, as shown in Figure 78. It was observed that as for the complex viscosity graphs, faster ramp
rates and higher first-stage dwell temperatures shifted the DOC curves more toward the
isothermal cure at 177oC.

Kinetics Controlled Region

Diffusion Controlled Region

Figure 77. Degree of cure during cure for two-stage cure cycles
and isothermal cure at 177oC.
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Figure 78. Time rate of degree of cure vs. degree of cure for twostage cure cycles and isothermal cure at 177oC.
Table 27 contains different heats of reaction and final DOC for two-stage cure cycles.
Although the ultimate heat of reaction, HU, was not the same for different two-stage cure cycles
due to variations in prepreg sample weights and also variations in the fiber and resin volume
fraction, the residual heat of reaction for different two-stage cycles was not significantly
different, indicating that the degree of cure for different cycles was very close. This observation
was verified by the final degree of cure data (Figure 79). As Figure 79 shows, the degree of cure
for all cure cycles was equal to or greater than 0.95, which in turn indicates that the samples were
almost fully cured.
TABLE 27
HEAT OF REACTION AND FINAL DEGREE OF CURE
FOR TWO-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle Number
1
2
3
4

HT (J/g)
142.01
143.50
144.34
126.64

Hres (J/g)
8.24
5.90
7.13
5.94
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HU (J/g)
150.25
149.41
151.47
132.58

αmax
0.95
0.96
0.95
0.96

Figure 79. Final degree of cure for two-stage cure cycles.
4.2.2.1.1. Heat-Flow Baseline
The two-stage cure cycles consisted of two ramp-up steps and two isothermal steps. To
find the total heat of reaction, the heat-flow integration for each of these steps had to be done
separately using the appropriate heat-flow baseline. To obtain the baseline for the first ramp-up
and isothermal steps, the same procedure as described for one-stage cure cycles was followed.
To obtain the second ramp-up heat-flow baseline, a dynamic scanning was performed on a 977-2
UD sample immediately after the end of the first curing stage. The baseline of the dynamic
scanning was a straight line (baseline number 2 in Table 3), which was used to calculate the
DOC for the second ramp-up step. To find the baseline for the second isothermal step, the
sample was kept at the second isothermal cure temperature immediately after the end of the
second ramp-up step until the heat flow approached the plateau value (Figure 80). The heat flow
plateau obtained was then used as the baseline for the second isothermal step.
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Heat of Reaction (W/g)

Time (min)

Figure 80. Heat-flow baseline for two-stage cure cycle.
4.3.

Modeling and Correlation Results
Complex viscosity, which was the main viscoelastic property studied in this dissertation

for monitoring the material state, was modeled for one-stage and two-stage cure cycles using the
Kenny viscosity model, as defined by equation (35). The Kenny model was selected since it can
precisely model the complex viscosity of 977-2 UD from the start of the cure until the gel time.
Since the Kenny model requires two variables, i.e., degree of cure and cure temperature,
for viscosity modeling, the degree of cure was modeled first to determine the degree of cure at
any time during the cure. The degree of cure data for one-stage and two-stage cure cycles was
modeled using the Springer-Loos model. The Springer-Loos model was selected since it can
precisely model the degree of cure of 977-2 UD for the entire cure cycle. The model in the form
of equation (19) is suitable for isothermal cure kinetics modeling. If the temperature changes
during cure, however, equations (16) and (17) should be substituted into equation (19) to account
for changes in the cure temperature.
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The correlation between final complex viscosity and mechanical properties, i.e., SBS
strength, CLC strength, CLC modulus, CLC Poisson’s ratio, OHC strength, and OHC modulus,
for the samples cured at different one-stage cure cycles was studied. Moreover, the correlation
between final complex viscosity and other material state properties, i.e., glass transition
temperature, degree of cure, and gel time, and also the correlation between other material-state
properties and mechanical properties for the samples cured at different one-stage cure cycles was
investigated.
4.3.1.

Degree of Cure Modeling
The following procedure was followed to fit the Springer-Loos model to DOC data using

the least squares fit method with the Excel solver:
1. Three data columns were created using the proper cure time, DOC, and cure temperature.
2. A forth column was created to predict the DOC using the Springer-Loos model. The first
cell of this column was zero and the DOC at cell n+1 was found using the following
equation:

⎛ Δα ⎞
⎟ Δt + α n
⎝ Δt ⎠n

α n +1 = ⎜

(63)

where αn+1 is the DOC at cell n+1, αn is the DOC at cell n, Δt is the time step, and
(Δα/Δt)n is found using the following equation:

⎤
ΔE
ΔE
⎛ Δα ⎞ ⎡
⎜
⎟ = ⎢ A1exp(- 1 ) + A2exp(- 2 )α n ⎥ (1 − α n )( B1 − α n )
RTn
RTn
⎝ Δt ⎠n ⎣
⎦

(64)

where αn is the DOC at cell n; Tn is the temperature at cell n; A1, A2, ΔE1, ΔE2, and B1 are
the model parameters; and R is the universal gas constant.
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3. The fifth column was created by obtaining the square of the difference between DOC
data and the DOC model.
4. The sum of the fifth column cells was found.
5. The sum of the fifth column cells was minimized by changing the model parameters
using the Excel solver.
The initial values of the model parameters were found to be important in the convergence of the
solution.
4.3.1.1. Springer-Loos Modeling Results
The Springer-Loos model, as defined in equation (64), was used for modeling:

ΔE
ΔE ⎤
dα ⎡
= ⎢ A1exp(- 1 ) + A2exp(- 2 )α ⎥ (1 − α )( B1 − α )
dt ⎣
RT
RT ⎦

(65)

where α is the degree of cure; dα/dt is the rate of the degree of cure (min-1); and A1 and A2 are
the first and second exponential constants (min-1), respectively; B1 is a constant; ΔE1 and ΔE2 are
the first and second activation energies, respectively (J/mol); T is the temperature (K); and R is
the universal gas constant (J/(K.mol)).
4.3.1.2. One-Stage Cure Cycles
Figure 81 shows the time rate of degree of cure vs. degree of cure for selected one-stage
cure cycles. Here, the experimental data is plotted along with the model. Figure 82 shows the
degree of cure modeling results for selected one-stage cure cycles. As illustrated in both figures,
the Springer-Loos model closely followed the behavior of the material and agreed well with the
experimental data. Table 28 contains the parameters of the Springer-Loos model for one-stage
cure cycles.
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Figure 81. Comparison of experimental data with Springer-Loos
model for rate of degree of cure for selected one-stage cure cycles.

Figure 82. Comparison of experimental data with Springer-Loos
model for degree of cure for selected one-stage cure cycles.
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TABLE 28
PARAMETERS OF SPRINGER-LOOS MODEL FOR
ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Isothermal Cure
Temperature (°C)
188
182
177
171
160
149

A1 (min-1)
9

3.14×10
5.65×109
5.41×109
7.90×109
9.36×109
1.47×1010

A2 (min-1)

B1

2

7.71×10
1.03×103
1.09×103
1.54×103
1.78×104
2.10×103

1.00
1.03
1.05
0.94
0.93
0.85

ΔE1 (J/mol)

ΔE2 (J/mol)

4

3.69×104
3.78×104
3.84×104
3.85×104
4.69×104
3.88×104

9.75×10
9.96×104
9.89×104
1.00×105
1.00×105
1.01×105

4.3.1.3. Two-Stage Cure Cycles
Table 29 contains the parameters of the Springer-Loos model for two-stage cure cycles.
Figure 83 shows the time rate of degree of cure vs. degree of cure for two-stage cure cycles.
Here, the experimental data is plotted along with the model. Figure 84 shows the degree of cure
modeling results for selected two-stage cure cycles. As both figures show, the Springer-Loos
model closely followed the behavior of the material and agreed well with the experimental data.

TABLE 29
PARAMETERS OF SPRINGER-LOOS MODEL FOR TWOSTAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
1
2
3
4

A1 (min-1)
3.33×106
1.82×106
6.34×107
5.96×108

A2 (min-1)
3.79×10
2.48×10
2.11×10-1
0.192×10

B1
1.04
1.07
1.05
1.15
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ΔE1 (J/mol)
7.13×104
6.96×104
8.25×104
9.03×104

ΔE2 (J/mol)
2.71×104
2.55×104
6.76×103
1.72×104

Figure 83. Comparison of experimental data with Springer-Loos
model for rate of degree of cure for two-stage cure.

Figure 84. Comparison of experimental data with Springer-Loos
model for DOC for two-stage cure cycles.
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4.3.2.

Complex Viscosity Modeling
The following procedure was followed to fit the Kenny viscosity model to the complex

viscosity data using the least squares fit method with the Excel solver:
1. Three data columns were created using the proper cure time, complex viscosity, and cure
temperature.
2. The forth column was created to predict the complex viscosity using the Kenny viscosity
model. The nth cell of this column was found using the below equation:

lnηn* = lnAμ +

⎛ αg ⎞
⎟
+ (A + Bα )ln⎜
⎜α −α ⎟
RTn
n ⎠
⎝ g
Eμ

(66)

where lnηn* is the natural log of the complex viscosity at the nth cell; αn is the DOC at
the cell n; Tn is the temperature at the nth cell; Aµ, Eµ, A and B are the model parameters;
R is the universal gas constant; and αg is the degree of cure at gel point.
3. The fifth column was created by obtaining the square of the difference between the
complex viscosity data and the complex viscosity model.
4. The sum of the fifth column cells was found.
5. The sum of the fifth column cells was minimized by changing the model parameters
using the Excel solver.
The initial values of the viscosity model parameters, as for those of the DOC model, were found
to be important in the convergence of the solution.
4.3.2.1. Kenny Modeling Results
The Kenny viscosity model, as defined below, was used for modeling:

lnη* = lnAμ +

⎛ αg ⎞
⎟
+ (A + Bα )ln⎜
⎜α −α ⎟
RT
⎝ g
⎠
Eμ
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(67)

where η* is the complex viscosity (Pa.S); Aµ is a constant (Pa.S); α is the degree of cure; A and
B are the first and second exponential constants, respectively; Eµ is the activation energy
(KJ/mol); T is the absolute temperature; and R is the universal gas constant (J/(K.mol)).
4.3.2.2. One-Stage Cure Cycles
Figure 85 shows the natural log of complex viscosity for selected one-stage cure cycles.
Here, the experimental data is plotted along with the model. As illustrated Figure 85, the Kenny
viscosity model closely followed the behavior of the material and agreed well with the
experimental data. Table 30 contains the parameters of the Kenny viscosity model for one-stage

Lnη*(Pa.S)

cure cycles.

Figure 85. Comparison of experimental with Kenny model for
complex viscosity for selected one-stage cure cycles.
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TABLE 30
PARAMETERS OF KENNY MODELFOR ONE-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Isothermal Cure
Temperature (°C)
188
182
177
171
160
149

Aµ (Pa.S)

Eµ (KJ/mol)

A

B

αg

281.3
78.70
274.35
85.20
264.24
322.51

14.37
17.52
14.23
18.11
14.47
14.16

4.29
4.59
4.02
4.12
3.26
2.70

-9.32
-9.14
-8.27
-8.96
-6.50
-5.24

0.42
0.44
0.43
0.41
0.44
0.44

4.3.2.3. Two-Stage Cure Cycles
Figure 86 shows the natural log of complex viscosity for two-stage cure cycles. Here, the
experimental data is plotted along with the model. As Figure 86 shows, the Kenny viscosity
model closely followed the behavior of the material and agreed well with the experimental data.

Lnη*(Pa.S)

Table 31 contains the parameters of the Kenny viscosity model for two-stage cure cycles.

Figure 86. Comparison of experimental with Kenny model for complex
viscosity for two-stage cure cycles.
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TABLE 31
PARAMETERS OF KENNY MODEL FOR TWO-STAGE CURE CYCLES
Cure Cycle
1
2
3
4

4.3.3.

Aµ
(Pa.S)
80.91
131.77
252.50
29.18

Eµ
(KJ/mol)
22.58
20.17
20.17
26.78

A

B

αg

1.79
2.01
1.32
1.21

-2.59
-4.76
-3.05
-2.67

0.44
0.35
0.33
0.33

Correlation
The following procedure was followed to investigate the correlation among different

material properties for one-stage cure cycles [65]:
1. Two different cases were studied:
a. When the cure cycles are only different in dwell temperature. This included all cure
cycles, except cure cycles 7 and 8.
b. When the cure cycles are only different in dwell time. This included cure cycles 5 and
7 and also cure cycles 6 and 8.
2. Final complex viscosity, glass transition temperature, gel time, and degree of cure for
each cure cycle were normalized using the maximum value of the corresponding property
for all cure cycles.
3. The average values of the mechanical properties for each cure cycle were normalized
using the maximum average value of the corresponding property for all cure cycles.
4. The graphs for different normalized properties were overlaid to observe the possible
similarities in trends.
4.3.3.1. Cure Cycles with Different Dwell Temperatures
Normalized properties obtained for cure cycles 2 to 6 were used for investigating
correlation. It is important to note that for the studied cure cycles, the mechanical properties,
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except SBS strength, showed no statistical difference. As such, no acceptable correlation
between mechanical properties, except SBS strength, and other material properties was found.
4.3.3.1.1. Correlation between Final Complex Viscosity and Other Material State Properties
Figure 87 shows normalized final complex viscosity, Tg, gel time, and DOC for one-stage
cure cycles 2 to 6. As can be seen, Tg and DOC gradually decreased with decreasing dwell
temperature. This is in contrast to final complex viscosity, which dropped 20 percent only at
149oC and did not show a considerable change for other dwell temperatures. Gel time values
followed nearly the opposite trend from Tg and DOC data. This was expected since gel time
increases as the dwell temperature decreases.

Figure 87. Normalized viscoelastic properties and degree of cure
for one-stage cure cycles 2 to 6.
4.3.3.1.2. Correlation between Mechanical Properties and Other Material Properties
Normalized data for mechanical properties and other material properties for cure cycles 2
to 6 are shown in Figures 88 to 90. For all cured panels, the average mechanical properties
except SBS strength were not significantly different and, therefore, could not be used for any
correlation. The results showed the average SBS strength of the specimens cured at 149˚C for
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180 minutes was 10 percent less than that of specimens cured at 160˚C for 180 minutes. As
Figure 88 shows, final complex viscosity had a similar trend for these two cure temperatures and,
as such, is a good candidate for correlation with SBS strength. Moreover, the average SBS
strength of specimens cured at 160˚C to 182˚C for 180 minutes did not show a considerable
difference. This was also similar to the final complex viscosity trend for these cure cycles.

Figure 88. Normalized SBS strength, viscoelastic properties, and
degree of cure for one-stage cure cycles 2 to 6.

Figure 89. Normalized CLC and viscoelastic properties and degree
of cure for one-stage cure cycles 2 to 6.
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Figure 90. Normalized OHC and viscoelastic properties and degree
of cure for one-stage cure cycles 2 to 6.
4.3.3.2.

Cure Cycles with Different Dwell Times
The normalized properties obtained for cure cycles 5 to 8 were used for investigating the

correlation. It is important to note that for the studied cure cycles, all mechanical properties
except SBS strength, of the samples cured at 149oC showed no statistical difference. As such, no
acceptable correlation between the mechanical properties, except SBS strength, and other
material properties was found.
4.3.3.2.1. Correlation between Mechanical Properties and Other Material Properties
Figures 91 and 92 show the normalized SBS strength, CLC strength, and OHC strength,
along with other material-state properties for specimens cured at dwell temperatures of 160˚C
and 149˚C, respectively. As Figure 91 shows, increasing the dwell time from 180 to 400 minutes,
did not have a significant effect on the mechanical properties of specimens cured at 160˚C.
However, Tg and DOC of specimens cured at 160˚C were improved by increasing the dwell time.
For specimens cured at 149˚C, SBS strength was the only mechanical property that considerably
improved when the dwell time was increased from 180 to 400 minutes (Figure 92). The final
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complex viscosity, Tg, and DOC of specimens cured at 149˚C were also improved by increasing
the dwell time from 180 to 400 minutes.

Figure 91. Normalized mechanical and viscoelastic properties and
degree of cure for one-stage cure cycles 5 and 7.

Figure 92. Normalized mechanical and viscoelastic properties and
degree of cure for one-stage cure cycles 6 and 8.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

5.1.

Conclusions
Thermal, rheological, and mechanical properties of a polymer composite cured at

different one-stage and two-stage cure cycles were studied in this dissertation. A commercial
carbon fiber prepreg, Cycom 977-2 UD, was used. This curing-toughened epoxy resin prepreg is
formulated for autoclave or press molding. An encapsulated sample rheometer was used to
obtain the viscoelastic properties of the prepreg including complex viscosity, gel time, and
minimum viscosity time, as well as glass transition temperature, and pressure window time for
one-stage and two-stage cure cycles. A differential scanning calorimeter was used to obtain the
degree of cure for one-stage and two-stage cure cycles. To obtain the mechanical properties of
977-2 UD material at room temperature, open-hole compression, combined loading compression,
and short beam shear tests were performed on specimens cut from seven panels cured at different
one-stage cure cycles. All of the cured panels had a glass-like finish, and the void content of all
panels was about 0.5 percent. The negligible void content of the cured panels indicated that the
cure pressure was applied in the proper pressure window, and therefore, the variations in the
material properties were only due to the difference in the state of cure.
The one-stage cure cycles were designed to study the effect of dwell temperature
variations on the properties of 977-2 UD material for dwell temperatures both above and below
the manufacturer’s recommended cure temperature (177oC), while the dwell time was kept
constant at 180 minutes, the manufacturer’s recommended cure time. Since the specimens cured
at 160oC and 149oC for 180 minutes were not fully cured and, therefore, their properties were
expected to drop, it was important to know if increasing the dwell time could help improve the
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material properties for these dwell temperatures. As such, additional specimens were cured at
160oC and 149oC with a long-enough dwell time to ensure that no further curing could occur at
these dwell temperatures. Since the degree of cure for both dwell temperatures reached a plateau
value after 400 minutes, the new dwell time was selected to be 400 minutes.
The two-stage cure cycles were designed to study the effect of heat-up rate and first dwell
temperature on the properties of 977-2 UD. While the selected heat-up rate for cure cycles 1 and
2 was 2.8 C/min which is a common heat-up rate for curing 977-2 UD in the autoclave, the heatup rate for cure cycles 3 and 4 was 8.3 C/min, which is close to the fastest possible heat-up rate
for many autoclaves. The first dwell temperature for the two-stage cure cycles for the 977-2 resin
system is usually between 120oC and 165oC. As such, the first dwell temperature for all studied
cure cycles was either 149oC or 163oC. The first dwell time for two-stage cure cycles for the
977-2 resin system is usually between 60 and 100 minutes. Therefore, the first dwell time for all
cure cycles was either 80 or 100 minutes. The first dwell time for the cure cycles with a lower
first dwell temperature (cure cycles 2 and 4) was longer in order to give the material more time
to cure. The second dwell temperature for all studied cure cycles was set at 177oC to ensure that
the samples were fully cured.
Results of the studied one-stage cure cycles indicated that the final viscoelastic and
mechanical properties did not vary significantly over the relatively wide range of dwell
temperatures (from 160˚C to 182˚C for specimens cured for 180 minutes). This suggests that
materials that might otherwise be rejected due to cure temperature variations could still attain
acceptable mechanical properties, even if they were cured at temperatures lower than the
vendor’s specifications. The results also supported the notion that there was a correlation
between the viscoelastic properties and the mechanical properties of the specimens cured at the
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one-stage cure cycles studied. The least-cured specimens (those cured at 149oC for 180 minutes)
attained a final DOC of 0.7, their SBS strengths being significantly less than those of the other
specimens with DOC ranging from 0.81 to 0.96. The final complex viscosities of those
specimens cured with a one-stage cure cycle in the encapsulated sample rheometer showed a
similar drop-off trend for the least-cured specimens. As such, the SBS strength showed a good
correlation with the complex viscosity. The SBS strength had a weaker correlation with the Tg
and DOC for the same cure cycles. The Tg had a strong correlation with DOC for all one-stage
cure cycles. The gel time did not correlate with the other material properties.
The drop-off in SBS strength of the least-cured specimens was accompanied by a change
in the failure mode during the SBS tests. The failure mode for all SBS specimens, except those
cured at 149˚C for 180 minutes, was compression-interlaminar shear. The failure mode for SBS
specimens cured at 149˚C for 180 minutes was interlaminar shear. The CLC strength for all
specimens cured at one-stage cure cycles did not vary significantly. The failure mode for all CLC
specimens was brooming in the middle of the gage section. Neither the modulus nor the
Poisson’s ratio of the CLC specimens cured at one-stage cure cycles varied significantly. The
OHC strength and modulus were not influenced by the one-stage cure cycles. The failure mode
for all OHC specimens was laminate-compressive failure laterally across the center of the hole.
Increasing the dwell time from 180 to 400 minutes had no significant effect on the
mechanical properties of specimens cured at 160˚C. However, the Tg and DOC of the specimens
cured at 160˚C were improved by increasing the dwell time. For the specimens cured at 149˚C,
the SBS strength was the only mechanical property that improved when the dwell time was
increased from 180 to 400 minutes. The final complex viscosity, Tg, and DOC of the specimens
cured at 149˚C were also improved by increasing the dwell time from 180 to 400 minutes.
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Test results for specimens with a two-stage cure cycle indicated that faster ramp rates and
higher first-stage dwell temperatures caused a shift of the complex viscosity and the DOC curves
toward those of the isothermal cure at 177oC. This was indicative of faster curing. Moreover, the
complex viscosity and DOC graphs had a slight downwards shift at the time of transition from
the ramp to the isothermal step. The DOC for all two-stage cure cycles was greater than 0.95,
which indicated that the samples were almost fully cured.
It was necessary to define the heat-flow baseline to obtain the degree of cure data for onestage and two-stage cure cycles. The DOC for the entire cure cycle for both one-stage and twostage cure cycles was modeled with the Springer-Loos cure kinetics model. The complex
viscosity up to the gel time was modeled using the Kenny viscosity model for both one-stage and
two-stage cure cycles. The values of DOC and complex viscosity predicted with these two
models agreed well with the values measured during testing.
Results presented in this dissertation suggest that the ESR can be used as an ex-situ curemonitoring instrument to mimic autoclave/oven curing and, hence, eliminate the need for
multiple measurement instruments. The cure time-temperature data, provided by thermocouples
attached to the composite part in the autoclave/oven, is the only input to the rheometer for cure
monitoring. Complex viscosity measured with the ESR was shown to be the best viscoelastic
property for monitoring the state of the material during cure for the following reasons: (a) it
could be precisely measured throughout the cure and post-cure cycles using the rheometer, (b) it
was capable of detecting changes in the material state during cure, (c) it could be adequately
modeled by existing viscosity models, and (d) it could be correlated to the mechanical properties
of the composite material.
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Utilizing the ESR as the main ex-situ cure-monitoring instrument makes it possible to
offer a new approach to curing composite materials. In this new approach, called Material State
Management, the acceptance of the cured composite material is based on the viscoelastic
properties of the material, as measured by the ESR during cure and post-cure monitoring.
Moreover, the viscoelastic properties of the material measured during the cure cycle can be used
to create improved cure specifications. In the MSM approach, cure process confidence limits can
be prescribed, based on the viscoelastic properties of the material using the material-state
database and models.
The MSM approach to curing addresses shortcomings of the current time-temperature
approach to curing. For example, the MSM approach lowers the risk during curing by offering
larger cure confidence limits and eliminates the need for extensive coupon testing to certify the
cured parts. Moreover, important changes in the material state during cure will be observable,
and the actual final mechanical properties of the material will be predictable once the viscoelastic
properties of the material are known. Also, it would be possible in the new approach to correlate
the key variables during cure. For example, complex viscosity can be related to the cure
temperature and degree of cure.
5.2.

Recommendations for Further Studies
The MSM approach to curing composite materials presented in this dissertation can be

enhanced by the following: (a) creating a comprehensive material state database and
corresponding models, and (b) establishing a strong correlation between viscoelastic properties,
such as the complex viscosity and mechanical properties of the resulting composite materials.
The following steps are recommended to create a comprehensive material-state database
and model:
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1. Investigate the relationship of viscoelastic properties and material properties of a variety
of composite materials.
2. For each subject material, obtain the viscoelastic properties, DOC, and important
material-state transitions during cure and post-cure cycles.
3. Use this data to develop the following models:
a. Material-state models (such as complex viscosity and DOC) for predicting the
behavior of the material throughout the cure cycle.
b. Material-state transition models (such as gel time, vitrification time, and minimum
viscosity time models) for predicting the important material-state transitions
throughout the cure cycle.
c. Glass transition temperature model for predicting the post-cure behavior of the
material.
4. Use the above-mentioned data and models to develop a cure map, such as a TTT
diagram, for each of the subject materials.
The following should be done to establish a strong correlation between the viscoelastic
properties and mechanical properties of the subject material:
1. Obtain the material properties for a broader range of the DOC. This would require testing
specimens cured at a broader range of dwell time and temperature.
2. Study the different mechanical properties of the material (such as tensile strength, shear
strength, flexural strength, impact strength, tear strength, and fracture toughness).
3. Perform fatigue testing in addition to static testing to obtain more mechanical properties.
4. Obtain hot/wet and hot/dry mechanical properties in addition to the room temperature/dry
mechanical properties.
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